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It's all about the
customer
one of the fundamentals of business is
having something to sell, the other is having
customers to buy from you, and hopefully that
activity provides a profit. all that goes around
those points is what defines your business.
You could be an innovator and spot an unfilled
niche in the market, or a me-too merchant
with a differentiated approach. Perhaps you
focus on business clientele or a consumer
market, or both. You could sell to just a
handful of customers in your local area, or
thousands of customers across the country, or
millions of online customers across the world.
undoubtedly customers are an important part
of any business equation, so how come the
technology sector has only just woken up to
the need to service them better?
Possibly, it’s because all the one-way traffic
a lot of businesses used to push out through
advertising, communication and customer
experience was slanted in favour of the
business. now, thanks to interactive social
media, customers have a voice. through digital
personalisation techniques, businesses can
build a better profile of their customer base,
and thanks to online search, customers can
research the product, service or company
they’re buying from before they commit to a
purchase.

in this issue of The Margin, we take a
look at how the importance of putting the
customer at the centre of your business plan is
growing, as are the technology opportunities
to put customers at the heart of your
customers’ businesses.
another story we look at is the freemium
business model, does it offer potential to
south african channel companies? We also
look at the hardware rental model, how can
this differentiate your service to customers?
the toolkit in this edition is focused on
the growth of shadow it and provides some
thinking points for channel players. sure,
it offers opportunities to get into a client’s
business, but could it actually harm your
business’ reputation?
one story i’d like to highlight in particular is
our analysis piece about the growing tension
between hardware vendors and distributors
and the national regulator for compulsory
specifications. the impact the approval
process is having on importing technology into
south africa is significant. it’s an issue that
our online editor Matthew Burbidge has been
investigating, and frankly, we can kiss goodbye
to the hype about disruption and the pace of
innovation. We can also consider south africa
being a gateway into africa for technology a

thing of the past unless something is done. We
provide a top-level overview of the story in
the magazine, but keep checking our website
for more developments around this issue.
i hope you find the stories in these pages,
and our online site useful.
happy reading

Adrian Hinchcliffe
editor
adrian@itweb.co.za
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Booth’s

Industry developments

bulletpoint bulletin
ICT industry consultant Paul Booth keeps you abreast of the
notable deals and developments in the local and international
tech space.
Compiled by Paul Booth, Alison Job and Adrian Hinchcliffe

African news

• Nigeria's minister of communications said the country's ICT sector would
contribute about 30% to its GDP by 2020.
• MTN says the Nigerian fine issue has been resolved with the Nigerian
Federal Government and it will pay $1.671 billion spread over the next
three years.

Local deals

• KEW IT Outsourcing acquired Interactive Intelligence South Africa.
• Liquid Telecom, owned by Econet Wireless Global, acquired Neotel for
R6.55 billion, with Royal Bafokeng Holdings also taking a 30% stake.
• Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking is to buy a 25% stake in Comsol.
• Net1 UEPS Technologies acquired the remaining 40% of specialist
services processor Masterpayment it didn’t hold. It also made a
$40 million investment in India's One Mobikwik Systems.
• Xperien made a 49% investment in Information Technology Asset
Management South Africa.

Local developments

• MTN SA has decommissioned its Mobile Money offering, after four years,
citing lack of commercial viability.
• The Centre for High Performance Computing of the CSIR has unveiled
the fastest computer on the continent, a petaflops machine.
• Telkom will merge its enterprise-focused Telkom Business unit into IT
group Business Connexion.
• Vantage Capital spent R250 million in investment funding in Vumatel, a
broadband FTTH provider.
• MTN SA will dispose of its 50.02% stake in Afrihost to the ISP's
management team.

International deals

• Accenture bought Maglan, a privately held Israeli cyber security
company. The former also acquired Tecnilógica, a Spanish company
specialising in building cross-platform omni-channel experiences, and
Redcore, an Australia-based ID and access-management company.
• Apple acquired Turi, an AI startup, for $200 million. The former also
bought Gliimpse, a medical data startup.
• Avast Software acquired security solutions developer AVG Technologies,
for $1.3 billion.
• Cisco acquired CloudLock, a cloud access security broker specialist in a
deal worth $293 million. The former also made a $15 million investment
in Elastifile, an Israeli storage software startup. ContainerX, a software
container platform startup, was also acquired by Cisco.
• FIH Mobile, a subsidiary of Foxconn, acquired Microsoft Nokia's old
feature phone business for $350 million.
• Fortinet purchased AccelOps, a provider of network security monitoring
and analytics solutions.
• Francisco Partners and Elliott Management bought Dell's software
division, which includes Quest Software and SonicWALL, but excludes
Dell's Boomi cloud integration business. The deal was worth $2 billion.
• HP Enterprise acquired SGI, a super-computer hardware specialist,
for $275 million.

• HP Inc purchased Samsung's printer business for $1.05 billion.
• IBM bought EZSource, an Israel-based application discovery company
that helps developers modernise mainframe applications.
• Incipio acquired headphones maker Skullcandy for $177 million.
• Intel bought Itseez, a computer vision specialist, and Nervana Systems,
an AI startup.
• Nuance Communications bought TouchCommerce, a provider of digital
customer service and engagement solutions, for $215 million.
• Microsoft bought LinkedIn for $26.2 billion, in the largest deal to date
undertaken by the former. The former also purchased Wand Labs, a
chatbot messaging startup. Microsoft also purchased Genee, an AIpowered scheduling startup, and Beam, an interactive live streaming
service for gamers.
• OpenText purchased Recommind, a provider of e-discovery and
information analytics, for $163 million. The former also bought HP’s
customer communications management assets, including HP Exstream,
HP Output Management, HP TeleForm and HP LiquidOffice. The deal
was worth $310 million. OpenText also purchased Dell Technologies'
enterprise content division, including Documentum, for $1.62 billion.
• Oracle acquired NetSuite for $9.3 billion.
• Samsung Electronics made a $449.1 million investment in BYD, a Chinese
electric vehicle battery maker. The former also bought US cloud services
company Joyent, and Dacor, a luxury kitchen appliances manufacturer.
• Red Hat purchased 3Scale, an API management technology startup.
• Riverbed Technology purchased Aternity, a provider of end-user
experience and application performance monitoring solutions.
• Salesforce.com acquired Demandware, a provider of software used by
businesses to run e-commerce web sites, in a deal worth $2.8 billion.
The former also acquired Quip, a maker of productivity software, for
$582 million. GravityBank, a consulting agency, was also acquired by
Salesforce.com.
• Softbank acquired UK-based chip designer Arm Holdings, in a deal worth
£24.3 billion.
• Symantec purchased Blue Coat Systems for $4.65 billion. Bain Capital
bought the latter just over a year ago for $2.4 billion.
• TSYS has acquired the remaining 45% ownership share in its TSYS
Managed Services EMEA joint venture from Dimension Data’s Merchants
Group.
• VMware acquired Arkin Net, a provider of software-defined datacentre
security and operations.

International developments

• Following the EMC acquisition, Dell has changed its name to Dell
Technologies.
• Opera Software’s $600 million sale to a Chinese consortium has been
cancelled, after the suitor failed to get government approval.
• A federal appeals court has said the US government can’t force
Microsoft and other companies to turn over customer e-mails stored on
servers outside the US.
• Microsoft is selling about 1 500 of its patents to Chinese device maker
Xiaomi.
• Panasonic will close its unprofitable television screen manufacturing business.
• Huawei Technologies is suing Samsung Electronics, claiming
infringement of smartphone patents.
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Column

the ‘Greek Geek’ highlights some of the
stories from the worlds of tech that caught
his attention.
F o L L o w A k I A n A s TA s I o u o n T w I T T E r @akIanasTasIou

The internet takes to
the skies

ThE worLd’s InTErnET population has seen astonishing
growth since 2000 when only 400 000 people had
connectivity. the first billion came five years later in 2005 and
by 2015 we had passed the three billion users mark. today around 40% of the world’s population
of 7.4 billion has internet access. there are still four billion people though, who still don't have
access, 1.6 billion of those people live in remote areas where there’s not even mobile coverage.
facebook hopes to change this by delivering data through the sky. Project aquila is an unmanned
solar aircraft made from carbon fiber with a wingspan the same size as a Boeing 737. it uses the
sun to power it during the day and battery power through the night using approximately 5000
watts – the equivalent of three hairdryers. the aircraft, which flies at 60 000 feet, will be able
to deliver internet to people below and covers a diameter of around 100 km. aquila is still in test
phase with the first test flight delivering two weeks of flying. ultimately, the idea is to get aquila’s
fleet of aircraft to fly for 90 days at a time.

moore’s Law is
going to die, long
live moore’s Law!

For ThE LAsT five decades intel co-founder
Gordon Moore’s law has changed our lives and
transformed business. Moore predicted that
that every two years the number of transistors
that could fit on an integrated circuit would
double, hence the doubling of computing power.
the semiconductor industry association’s
recent report entitled International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
gives some interesting insights. its experts
estimate in the next five years Moore’s law
will face challenges in keeping the momentum
going. it will be extremely hard to make
transistors smaller and it won’t be economically
practical. so if you’re restricted horizontally,
what do you do? Go vertical. and this is where
the industry is focusing its attention. look out
for the industry stacking the transistors and
creating 3d processors. looking back at the
past 50 years is actually quite mind blowing.
intel’s 4004 chip introduced in 1971 had 2 300
transistors. the current iPhone 6 which uses
apple’s a8X chip has 3 billion transistors.

Africa’s mobile
population

ThE gsmA’s rEcEnTLy released report
‘The Mobile Economy: Africa 2016’ has found
that for the first time africa has surpassed
the 500 million mobile subscriber mark. the
report found that at the end of 2015, there
were 557 million unique mobile subscribers
across the continent. egypt, nigeria and south
africa made up a third of the total subscribers.
despite the increased numbers, africa,
which is the second largest regional market
in the world, remains the least penetrated.
the continent will see the fastest growth in
smartphones, with projections that this number
will increase from 226 million in 2015 to 725
million by 2020 accounting for 46 percent of
the population. the GsMa also reports that
mobile technologies and services across africa
generated $153 billion
in economic value last
year, equivalent to
6.7% of the region’s
GdP – a number that’s
set to increase to $214
billion by 2020 (7.6 % of
expected GdP).

Pokégon mad
ThE worLd hAs gone Pokémon crazy.
Millions of kids and adults across the globe
are walking around chasing monsters on
their mobile devices. i’m ashamed to say i am
one of those people. there’s no doubt that
Pokémon Go has taken the world by storm.
and don’t roll your eyes reading this, because
the truth is that probably many of your friends
and colleagues are currently on a quest to
catch Pokémon. the free Pokémon Go app is
an augmented reality game that uses your
phone’s GPs to overlay a map in real-time.
since being released in July it has broken
records becoming the most downloaded app
in most app stores, with over 100 million
downloads in the first month. and it’s not yet
showing any signs of slowing. some analysts
are forecasting that apple could be in line
to rake in over $3 billion worth of in app
purchases as Pokémon Go expands globally.
time to delete Candy Crush folks, it’s so 2015
and if you still have Words With Friends on
your phone i’d keep that fact to yourself. one
positive that has come out of Pokémon Go is
that users have become more active. fitness
tracker Jawbone says it has witnessed a
significant increase in step count by its users
who are playing the game.
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Beyond the digitalisation hype
One of the great challenges of business strategy is separating the buzzwords from the ‘real’
words. Digitalisation is the latest example.

E

very business, we are told nowadays,
must embrace ‘digitalisation’, or die. This
mantra carries an echo of the recent
past. First, we were told that a business must
be an online business or go out of business.
Then, it must be a social business, or die. Now,
it must undergo digital transformation, or die.
In the long run, that may be true. But in the
long run, goes the old joke, we will all be dead.
From the time in the late 1990s when people
like Microsoft’s Bill Gates and Intel’s Andy
Grove made their pronouncements about
the importance of businesses going online, it
took around a decade for a website to be a
standard element of a company’s marketing.
The social media imperative has been with
us for around five years, and it will be another
five years before a social media presence
becomes standard in business. In other words,
around a decade from when businesses were
told they could not survive without it.
The real message here is not that all
businesses eventually heed the warning; it
is that the tools and strategies eventually
work their way into all businesses. The same
will happen with digitalisation and digital
transformation. Not to be confused with
digitisation.
Digitalisation is defined by Gartner as “the
use of digital technologies to change a business
model and provide new revenue and valueproducing opportunities”. The problem is that
most businesses are not ready to change their
business models. Equally, few businesses can
identify new value-producing opportunities
without throwing vast sums at consultants.

There is little question, however, that
as the tools, processes and strategies for
running a business on purely digital platforms
become mainstream, digitalisation will be an
obvious and standard modus operandi. So
obvious, in fact, that it won’t require specialist
consultants, but will be a normal part of
setting up or running a business.
Just as ‘digitisation’ – the conversion of
analogue or paper material into digital content
– is now a standard procedure in business, so
will ‘digitalisation’ be. But it will be less about
changing business models than the conversion

In a few years’ time, it won’t be possible
to use technology without being digitally
transformed: all new technology will be based
on pervasive connectivity and connectedness;
all processes using technology will be
connected.
There’s no question that digitalisation
holds enormous benefits for the reseller
channel – and indeed any business involved
in selling, transacting or marketing. However,
while many resellers are still wrestling with
the best ways to digitise their catalogues and
product information, digitalisation will wait in
the wings to become pervasive.
The trick is not to attempt a big
bang approach to achieving digital
transformation overnight, but to
take advantage of the capabilities
of new technologies as they’re
brought into the business. The
cloud is a good example, in that
taking advantage of online storage
and systems demands at least
digitisation to start with, and an
ongoing evolution to what will
become digitalisation.
Meanwhile, there will be more
buzzwords and more trends that we will
have to embrace, or die. Soon, for example,
you will have to be a blockchain business
or go out of business. It would be useful to
have that pointed out to you, as that will be
the signal that you probably have another
five to ten years to get comfortable with the
technology. And by then you’ll be using it
anyway.

“There’s no question
that digitalisation holds
enormous benefits for
the reseller channel – and
indeed any business involved
in selling, transacting or
marketing.”
of processes into digital and connected
processes that, among others, make it
possible to leverage, analyse and action the
digitised content.
For many businesses, digitalisation will simply
mean that documents, processes and people will
be accessible via any device from any location.
That’s not rocket science, but initially requires
discipline and efficiency to achieve.
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STAT ATTACK

Figuring it out
The Margin brings you some of the latest industry forecasts, statistics,
trends and predictions.
Compiled by Paul Booth, Alison Job and Adrian Hinchcliffe

What’s up?

What’s down?

Touch panel shipments for
notebooks and 11-inch and
above tablets

Worldwide PC shipments are forecast to

will grow 78.1%

year on year in Q3 2016,
according to Digitimes Research.

Global tablet
shipments
are expected

Worldwide shipments
of wearable devices
are expected to reach

drop
4.6%

101.9 million
units by the end of 2016,

to

says IDC.

Worldwide
customer
relationship
management
software
totalled

$26.3 billion
in 2015, up 12.3%

from $23.4 billion in 2014,
says Gartner.

decline by 7.3%

year-onyear in 2016, says IDC. However, Gartner
says year-on-year shipments in Q2 2016
declined 5.2% from Q2 2015.

Worldwide revenue for
big data and business
analytics will grow from
nearly

$122 billion
in 2015 to more than

$187 billion

in 2019,
estimates
IDC.

IP traffic will
triple by 2020

when 82% of it will be video by
2020, says the latest Cisco Visual
Networking Index.
IP traffic is growing fastest
in the Middle East and
Africa, where the

annual growth
rate is 41%,

followed by Asia Pacific with an

annual growth of 22%, according to
the latest Cisco Visual Networking Index.

sequentially
to reach
42.84 million units in the
second quarter, according to
Digitimes Research.

The worldwide hardcopy
peripherals market

decreased 10.6%
year-on-year in Q1 2016,
says IDC.

What else?

Widespread urban adoption of self-driving
vehicles (SDVs) and ‘robo-taxis’, or self-driving
taxis, could result in a 60% drop in the number
of cars on city streets, and

90% fewer road accidents

, according
to a new report by The Boston Consulting Group in collaboration
with the World Economic Forum.

South Africa has
jumped 10 places

to 65th
position

overall worldwide in the
latest edition of The Global
Information Technology
Report's Networked
Readiness Index
published by
the World
Economic
Forum.

At least 33% of
software installed on
South African computers

isn’t properly licensed,
according to the BSA/ Software
Alliance.
5G networks will be
up and running in

20 markets in five years,
and Global 5G subscriptions will
reach 24 million by the end
of 2021, forecasts Ovum.
Q3 2016 |
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When technology and
bureaucracy collide
There’s now a wait of 120 days before a distributor can bring ICT goods into the
country. The channel is facing resulting delays and other challenges, but the
regulator claims consumer safety is paramount. How does the impasse affect the
channel, industry and consumers?
by Matthew Burbidge
Photography 123RF

V

endors and distributors say they’re
being hamstrung by South Africa’s
standards regulator, which is taking
too long to approve products for sale.
The National Regulator for Compulsory
Standards (NRCS) of South Africa was
established in 2009 to administer compulsory
specifications. Its aim is to protect the
South African consumer and the country’s
environment from harmful and non-compliant
products. It also aims to promote fair trade.
The NRCS issues what are known as LOAs
– Letters of Authority – to those wishing to

14
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import, build or distribute products in South
Africa. It certifies a vast array of goods; from
frozen prawns to paraffin stoves, motorcycle
helmets to vehicles, and of course, much of the
‘electro-technical’ hardware that the channel
relies on to make its living, such as laptops,
monitors, servers and printers. It’s worth noting
ICASA handles the approvals of smartphones.
The commercial viability of the technology
world is built on speedy innovation and
replacement cycles, and operates at a pace
somewhat faster than African bureaucracy.
Approached for comment, vendors and
distributors say in some cases, by the time the
LOA is granted, the product is no longer being
manufactured – sometimes approvals can
take well over a year.

While both sides operate at different
speeds, and are driven by different agendas,
it’s still remarkable how far the opponents
seem to be from reaching any resolution.
The NRCS says it’s only trying to protect the
consumer, but vendors and distributors fear
their concerns are not being listened to and
risk stunting their businesses.
Claire Vyvyan, Dell’s vice president of
enterprise solutions group for Europe, Middle
East and Africa, told The Margin they are
‘incredibly frustrated as a company’ by the
delays.
“We want to bring bleeding edge technology
into this country. That [LOA] process, not just
for us, but for the whole of the technology
sector, is inhibiting the speed at which we can

analysis

“South Africa is the worst
country in the world to clear
new technology.”
Claire Vyvyan, Dell

bring new technology into the marketplace.
These technologies are absolutely critical to
business enablement.
“The way the government does this is a
challenge for the sector, and it’s not doing
the country any favours. This technology
is being deployed all over the world, other
governments are adopting it, almost on the
day of launch, and it’s taking us tons of effort
and tons of time [to get it into South Africa],”
says Vyvyan. She adds the delays were not
unique to Dell, but a ‘general problem’ in the
market.
“This is a regulatory clearance process
that we do with every country in the world,
and it works very smoothly. South Africa is
the worst country in the world to clear new

technology. So you’re putting your [South
African] businesses at a disadvantage. There’s
parts of government that need access to that
technology too, and don’t need to be buying
technology that’s 12 months out of date.”
Brad Pulford, Dell SA's director of
Enterprise Solutions, says the company has
engaged with its competitors to find out if
they were experiencing similar frustrations.
“It seems to be a multinational issue,” he
says. Although American companies, such as
Cisco, HP, IBM, Microsoft and even Nike, seem
most vocal about the impact.
Pulford reveals that discussions have been
held with the American Chamber of Commerce
as well as the US embassy to see if a solution
could be found.

How bad is it?

According to Schalk Burger, general manager
of imports at Pinnacle Technology Holdings,
using the NRCS’ own figures for 2014/2015,
there had been 11 282 electro-technical
applications received and carried over from
the previous year. He says the figure stood at
17 977 for 2015/2016.
“They [NRCS] say they’re only going to be
able to process 8 400 [LOAs per year]. So
what they’re going to carry over is 9 500
applications, which puts us back two years.”
When the NRCS was formed, an LOA
could be obtained in about ten days, say

distributors, and this gradually increased to
about two weeks. Come 2014, the wait time
increased to 120 days, and there’s now talk
this could be increased to 250 days.
A key part of the problem seems to be
that there are now an increased number of
applications for LOAs.
According to the NRCS’ CEO Asogen
Moodley, the increase in applications was due
to the fact that the NRCS started carrying
out inspections ‘at source’, such as ports
of entry. Previously, the agency used to
undertake enforcement and inspections in
the marketplace itself, but this had resulted
in them ‘chasing the products after they were
brought into trade’.
Moodley says the damage would then
have already been caused. “We decided that
we need to stop the problems before they
actually got into the market.”
He adds the regulatory agency had found
that since inspections started at ports
of entry, only 20% of those bringing in
electro-technical products were compliant
with the regulatory requirements. These
figures showed there was a ‘culture of noncompliance’, says Moodley, and that more
people were aware they needed to apply for
LOAs.
Asked about the impact of the delays on
the tech sector, Moodley says the NRCS’
mandate is not to facilitate trade. “We were
clear on that in Parliament. Our mandate is to
save the consumer. People are telling you their
business is being killed. That’s not true. It’s the
planning that’s a problem, but I can’t make a
determination on that. If you have to match
people being killed against your product
coming in within a 120-day period, I’d rather
have the people being saved than taking a
chance on the product.”
Undoubtedly, the slow approval of new
technology into the market has a number of
implications. At the macro level, it’s halting
innovation and technological progress
for business and government, decreasing
the country’s global competitiveness, and
affecting South Africa’s ‘gateway to Africa’
positioning as products are being shipped
through alternative countries. For the channel,
there are time and opportunity costs of
longer inventory cycles and stock not being
able to be shipped timeously, larger deals
being scuppered by stock being outdated and
unavailable, foreign exchange fluctuations,
increased demand for grey market imports,
and ultimately a slower ICT sector will lead
to jobs being lost. It’s probably natural that
a regulator and the market players are at
loggerheads, but in such a fast-moving
sector, that plays a vital role for business and
economic enablement and job creation; could
more be done to ensure South Africa doesn’t
fall further behind?
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Latitude 13 7370
Category:

Ultrabook PC

Brand:

Dell

RRP:

from R24 999

Distributor:

Drive Control Corporation, 011 201 8927

Date of availability: Available now

specifications

The latest 6th Gen Intel Core M processors with Intel VPro and Pro
WiDi 6.0
Intel Integrated HD Graphics 515
13-inch business-class ultrabook
Optional 4-antenna technology that fully enables WWAN.

usPs

ZBook 15u g3
Category:

Ultrabook PC

Brand:

HP

RRP:

R24 999 – R27 999

Design cues from the Dell XPS line

Distributor:

Drive Control Corporation, 011 201 8927

Dell’s Thunderbolt 3 40Gbps data transfer allows users to power two
4K displays simultaneously

Date of availability: Available now

Durable build quality using layers of unidirectional 40-ton carbon
fibre – as used in applications like spacecraft and aerospace

Includes a smartcard reader, fingerprint reader, RFID reader, and
security and encryption software for added security
Dell InfinityEdge for seamless, extended display
Three-year, next business day onsite warranty.

specifications

AMD FirePro 3D graphics and 2Gb of video memory
Up to 32 GB of memory, 1.5 TB of total storage, optional HP Z Turbo Drive
G2 storage
6th Gen Intel Core processors
Multiple ports including a USB 3.1 Gen 1 port, DisplayPort 1.2
Bang and Olufsen audio optimised for high fidelity audio.

usPs

Considerably thinner and lighter than its predecessors at 19.9mm and 1,9kg
respectively
Best combination of first-class workstation power with mobility
15.9-inch diagonal screen that is available in 4K UHD display or optional
FHD (full high-definition) touch for exceptional viewing quality
Designed to pass military standard Mil-Std-810G testing and endure
120 000 hours of HP's Total Test Process.
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FortiAsIc soc 3
Category:

Security – firewalls

Brand:

Fortinet

RRP:

Available on request

Distributor:

Maxtec, 011 803 6635;
Networks Unlimted, 021 702 8000

Date of availability: Available now

specifications

FortiGate 60E together with the FortiASIC SOC 3
3 000 Mbit/s throughput firewall
SSL inspection 340 Mbit/s
Concurrent sessions 1.3 M
Power consumption 5W

usPs

The SOC3 more than doubles the secure networking performance
over the enterprise-class CPUs found in competing security solutions
and propels the new FortiGate 60E series distributed enterprise
firewalls to unprecedented levels of security and performance
SOC3’s security-optimised architecture delivers deep security
analysis and inspection capabilities that meet and exceed enterpriseclass, general-purpose CPUs that power competing products
This architecture also yields design efficiencies that reduce power
consumption to a meagre 5 Watts and enable a fan-less design that
runs quietly
Features are administered through an intuitive and unified
management console that includes options for a cloud-based or
hosted solution.
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wd gold™
Category:

Datacentre hard drives

Brand:

WD

RRP:

Distributor:

WD4002FYYZ – R4 576.00 excl
WD6002FRYZ – R7 321.00 excl
WD8002FRYZ – R9 262.00 excl
Pinnacle, 011 265 3000

Date of availability: Available now

specifications

4TB, 6TB & 8TB capacity available

smart managed smart
metering Pdus

SATA 6 Gb/s Interface2
128 MB Cache
7200 RPM Class
Dimension: 3.5”
Weight:

Category: Power Distribution Units
Brand: Netshield
RRP: Available on request
Distributor: Westcon-Comstor Southern Africa, 011 848 9000
Date of availability: Available now

specifications

Dimensions (WxDxH): Smart PDU 750x70x80mm, PDU Extension
445x70x80mm
Weight: Smart PDU 3.7kg, PDU Extension 1.9kg

4TB: 0.715Kg
6TB: 0.715Kg
8TB: 0.65Kg

usPs

WD Gold™ hard drives are designed to handle workloads up to 550TB per
year, which is among the highest workload capacity of any 3.5-inch hard
drive
WD Gold™ hard drives deliver high levels of reliability and durability for
yearly operation, within the most demanding storage environments
Enhanced RAFF™ technology includes sophisticated electronics to monitor
the drive and correct both linear and rotational vibration in real time.

Voltage: 190 to 240 VAC
Current: 10 to 32 Amp
3 year warranty

usPs

Netshield cloud or network managed Smart Zero U PDU with
IEC60309
Measures kWh, kVArh, kW, Kvar, kVA, PF, Hz, VAC and Amp
Dual pulse outputs
TCP/IP Ethernet, USB, RS485 2-wire Modbus and 1-wire sensor
connectivity
Easy installation makes them perfect for cost-sensitive environments
Single or extended capacities
Vertical models use industry standard front panel mounting
Web-based and SNMP monitoring and control
Local power display
User-defined alarms with real time alerts.
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Get the

full picture
In ThIs Issue, The Margin foCuses on four 360-degree
Cameras. geT an overvIew of The IndIvIdual Pros and Cons,
and ulTImaTely, whICh models you should sToCk.
By andrÉ schild

uch has changed in the world of
cameras over the last couple of
years. not only has the smartphone
become the primary device for capturing and
sharing photos and video, action-cameras
specifically designed to capture events from a
first person perspective, hd cameras fitted to
drones and vehicle ‘dash-cams’ have all seen
an increase in sales. next on the innovation
curve are 360-degree cameras, which are able
to grab a still image or video of your complete
surrounding instead of just focusing on a
single area.

rectangular shaped models offer a better
grip and are generally easier to operate. due
to their shape, however, they tend to be less
aerodynamic, making them unsuitable to be
attached to a helmet, boat or surfboard.
another differentiator is the number of
lenses. Most devices use one lens on the front
and one on the back, with each capturing
slightly more than a 180-degree viewing
angle for overlap, and then the two images
are stitched together. this stitching process
is done automatically, but inherently subject
to small errors. single-lens models, like the
360fly, aren’t able to catch a full 360-view,
but won’t show stitching errors since they
only capture one single, ultra-wide shot.

Different designs

Facing challenges

m

the current generation of 360-degree
cameras is split into two design camps:
spherical and rectangular shaped devices.
spherical models are relatively bulky, less
portable and less comfortable to hold.

actual image quality, in most cases, also
has room for improvement. especially when
directly compared to dedicated cameras,
or even those integrated into modern-day
smartphones. a 360-degree camera has a

much wider field of view to capture, instead of
focusing all those megapixels onto a relatively
narrow and limited area. furthermore, the
chances of capturing direct sunlight with a
360-degree camera are significantly higher
resulting in overexposure and flares.

Who’s buying them?

as the cameras record the complete
moment, users won’t miss out on any person,
object or detail of the surrounding. there’s
demand from consumers to capture footage
from holidays, concerts, bike rides or the
atmosphere of sporting events like the
olympics. commercial adoption is also starting
to become more commonplace. real estate
agents, for instance, can use a 360-degree
camera to record and show every nook and
cranny of a property to potential buyers.
tourism destinations are using them to briefly
immerse and tempt potential holidaymakers
to visit. conference and event venues can
use them to promote the location to eventorganisers. social media like Youtube and
facebook already offer many 360-degree
recordings, and digitally-advanced marketing
teams are finding innovative ways to integrate
them into their brand experience to make it
more immersive.

Test conditions

for this comparative review, we stacked up
four 360-degree cameras that are, or will
soon be, available in south africa.

use Bluetooth to initialise a connection and Wifi to transfer files to a
smartphone or tablet. depending on the quality and length of the actual
captured material, Wifi technology and available bandwidth transfer speeds
can be quite low. Video recordings can easily reach sizes of a few hundred
MBs. recorded material always needs to be transferred to a mobile device

Before testing, all models were checked for available firmware updates,
manually reset and supplied with the latest version of their software/apps.

for an accompanying mobile device or app, by using one or more of their

the four models were then tested and their end score based on aspects

physical buttons. nonetheless, tethering them to a smartphone or tablet

including general ease of use, setup, configuring, versatility, transferring/

opens up a whole new range of extra functionality and possibilities. using

exporting and image quality.

the mobile app facilitates a much better view of which persons and/or

and connection procedure. With the exception of the ricoh theta s, all
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however, all four cameras can be used autonomously, without the need

all settings were left to default, as determined by each separate brand.

all tested 360-degree-camera follow a similar setup, configuration
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first in order to view or share.

objects are in or excluded in the final image. additionally, the apps make
various useful remote control options possible.

comparative

1

review
ricoh Theta s
RRP:

r5 500

Distributor:

Bowline

Product page:

theta360.com

Storage:

8GB

Waterproof:

no

4K-video:

no

Still images:

Yes

Ricoh held a significant ‘first to market’ lead, being the only major brand offering a 360-degree camera for
some time. The very first Theta version was limited to simply capturing still images, then later video in a
mere 15 frames per second (fps). This Theta S model now captures at 30 fpsb, resulting in much smoother
playback.
While being relatively compact and lightweight (125g), it’s quite tall compared to the similarly shaped LG
360 Cam. In general, the Theta is not as easy and intuitive to operate as its LG counterpart. The self-timer
function, for instance, requires the app to activate while the camera itself refuses to remember specific
settings. Switching from photo to video mode is also cumbersome because the small side-mounted buttons
need to be pressed quite firmly. In addition, options to configure the device are sparse. The Theta S is the
only device in this test that doesn’t support Bluetooth and WiFi won’t start up automatically, requiring you
to manually press a button every time a transfer is due.
Image quality itself is mediocre at best, especially when directly compared to the three other models.
Ricoh’s Theta S was unveiled in 2015 and is therefore the oldest of all four tested 360-cameras, and
sometimes that shows in daily use. The Theta S is supplied with a polyester protecting pouch, which is too
small for quick and easy fitting. The material is also too soft to offer sufficient protection.
Although Ricoh’s Theta (S) model has been a front-runner for quite a while, it has gained some serious
competition from other major brands looking for a piece of the same pie.
image quality:
ease of use:

5/10
6.5/10

overall:

samsung gear 360
RRP:
Distributor:
Product page:
Storage:
Waterproof:

2

r6 999
samsung direct
goo.gl/quhXea
Microsd
Yes, but limited

4K-video:

Yes

Still images:

Yes

Samsung’s Gear 360-degree camera is spherical shaped, just like the 360Fly. The main differentiator
are its two lenses and sensors, one on the front and one on the back. When looking at the raw
specifications of this 153-gram device, it’s by far the most interesting. The Gear 360 is the only one
able to record in ultra-high 4K resolution, resulting in razor-sharp recordings. Like the 360Fly, it can
withstand water, but no more than just a quick splash or rain shower. Samsung has announced it
will offer separately sold underwater casings for the Gear 360, though. The Gear 360 comes with a
simple carrying pouch, but a better-fitting solution would be preferable.
The Gear 360 houses a small OLED-screen on top of the camera to display relevant information.
The camera also features three multi-function buttons facilitating intuitive navigation through all
menus and tweak loads of settings. This combination of physical buttons and on-board display
makes the Gear 360 great as an autonomous device, without the use of a tethered smartphone to
squeeze the most out of its features. And that’s a good thing, since it currently only works together
with a very limited number of Samsung mobile devices, such as the Note 5, S6 (Edge) and S7 (Edge).
Owners of one of the handful of devices will find the associated app to be comprehensive,
offering detailed settings for exposure compensation, high dynamic range, resolution and light
sensitivity to name a few.
When it comes to pure image quality, the Gear 360 blows away the competition. Both front and
rear sensors have a 15-megapixel resolution to capture slightly more than 180-degrees, enabling
4K video recording and very detailed still images. Using the Gear 360 in video-mode dominates all
other tested cameras for image quality. The Gear 360 comes with a small tripod, making it easy to
hold or place on a surface.

image quality:

8/10

ease of use:

8/10

overall:
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Lg 360 cam
RRP:

3

r3 500

Distributor::

lG direct

Product page::

goo.gl/K1o8s7

Storage::

Microsd

Waterproof::

no

4K-video::

no

Still images:

Yes

LG’s 360 Cam is by far the smallest 360-camera available on
the market today. As a result, it’s extremely lightweight (77g)
and easy to carry around. In terms of usability, the LG 360 Cam
is the star of the show. The interface was designed to be as
straightforward and intuitive as possible. Pushing the central
button swiftly captures a 360-degree image, while holding that
same button longer initialises the video recording process. It has
an on/off button on the side, but smartly auto-shuts down when
taken out of its enclosure and vice versa.
To remove the device from this hard-plastic casing, you
just need to press the two buttons on the side, requiring two
hands. This solution works very elegantly while simultaneously
supplying each lens with just the right amount of protection. In
the end, this all adds up to the LG 360 Cam being a very good
standalone device. Only Samsung’s Gear 360 comes close to the
same level of user-friendly controls.
It’s not all roses, though. Image quality leaves some to be
desired. Although better than that of the Ricoh and 360Fly,
it’s not at the standard of the Samsung Gear 360. However,
the accompanying app offers plenty of options to fiddle with.
Exposure compensation, white balance, light sensitivity and
shutter speed can all be changed to suit specific personal
preferences. The LG 360 Cam also comes with various pre-sets,
like night, sports and landscape modes.

image quality:

8/10

ease of use:

8/10

overall:
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4

360Fly
Estimated Retail Price:
Distributor:
Product page:
Storage:
Waterproof
Waterproof:
4K-video
4K-video:
Still images:
images::

image quality:

5/10

ease of use:

6/10

overall:

r7 500 /r9 500 (4K model)
eu/usa direct online import only
360fly.com
32GB
Yes
4K model available during Q3
no

Of all tested 360-degree cameras, the 360Fly is the odd one out. Weighing
138 grams, it features just one lens on top, instead of two on the front
and rear. Since the 360Fly can’t capture its complete surroundings, and
actually has a blind spot at the bottom (only 240 degrees vertical), the
end result is less spectacular when compared to the three other models.
For users planning to use the 360Fly as an action camera replacement,
this probably isn’t a problem since most of the action will take place on
the front or sides. Technically, the 360Fly shouldn’t be marketed as a
360-degree camera because of its blind spot.
Putting that aside, the single lens does come with some interesting
advantages. Because it captures one single image, there’s no stitching
separate images involved, eliminating possible visual glitches. In addition,
its single lens is significantly bigger than those of the other models and has
a definite premium look and feel to it. Image quality isn’t real HD, although
marketed that way, since resolution is limited to just 1 504 x 1 504 pixels.
Overall captured image quality isn’t on par with the Samsung Gear 360.
It also seems to be a real missed opportunity that the 360Fly is unable to
capture still images.
On the upside, this camera is the only device in this test that can safely
be used underwater, even up to 50 meters deep. The 360Fly app is pretty
limited to things like tweaking exposure, colours, light sensitivity and
contrast. Also, starting the 360Fly and connecting it with another device
takes more time than with the three other cams.
Furthermore, the device is the only model that uses proprietary
connectors for charging, transferring and mounting. It uses a mechanical
and magnetic click-system that doesn’t excel in ease of use, but is
responsible for the waterproof feature. Separately sold adaptors are
needed to mount it to GoPro accessories or a tripod. The 360Fly comes
with an adequate zipper sealed protective cover. In the end, the 360Fly is
primarily an interesting alternative to the traditional action camera, both
for above and below water level. While reviewing this camera, a more
expensive 4K version was unveiled on the manufacturer’s website.

In conclusion

after carefully putting all four cameras through their paces, two models came out on top. samsung’s Gear 360 manages to deliver the
best image quality, by far. it also scores high at versatility, but that plus is neutralised by its currently limited mobile device support. lG’s
360 cam excels in ease of use and portability. image quality isn’t top of the line for the lG device, though, but better than that of the
ricoh theta s and 360fly. it’s relatively low price point, on the other hand, effectively compensates for its sub-top recordings.
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Breaking business
silos through devops
Can agIle and devoPs Be
used Beyond sofTware
develoPmenT?
By JaMes francis
PhoTogrAPhy 123rf

T

here’s a joke about an architect enlarging
a room, passing the buck to the next guy
to iron out the resulting complexities.
this starts a sequence where every
professional makes a change to accommodate
the larger room, responding that the next in
line can solve the problems. eventually it lands
back on the architect’s desk, with the advice
that the room should be smaller.
it’s funny because it’s true: while everyone’s
doing their job, nobody is really talking to each
other. this is a common problem in project
management. software developers have
found new ways to get around this problem,
but can the methodologies of coders be
applied to the business world?

Get Agile on your Waterfall

You’ve likely heard of ‘agile’, a buzzword thrown
around like a beachball at a pop concert. in
context of our topic, agile is a development
methodology and a departure from the
‘waterfall’ methodology. imagine Waterfall as
its name suggests: a one-directional flow that
reaches various pools, cascading downwards to
the bottom of the hill. You can’t swim against
the current or reverse course. in Waterfall, a
project is typically laid out first in detail, then
built in stages.
agile is more like a slip-n-slide, where
you can quickly rush to the bottom, then

run back up for another go. instead of laying
everything out meticulously beforehand, you
set benchmarks, try to hit them, learn the
lessons and start again. the advantage of this
is that the many moving parts of a project can
collaborate and adjust more freely. agile is quite
fashionable, leading to project management
systems such as scrum and Kanban.
devops is when you apply agile while
creating more active communication between
either development it and operational it, or
between it and business. definitions vary,
but one of the most astute explanations,
by devops.com columnist tony Bradley, is
“breaking down silos and finding common

development. certainly if a company is
involved in customising or developing
applications, adopting devops may be critical.
several studies reveal the value of devops
environments. a 2013 survey by Puppet labs
found that companies using devops deploy
code 30 times more frequently and less than
half their deployments fail.
since devops and agile are methodologies,
not tools or systems, you could morph them
into a business context. one piece of advice
is to create a cross-functional team that has
members from various groups involved in
the project. other elements are to automate
menial tasks and encourage the availability of
information to all group members,
eliminating communication
bottlenecks.
this sounds great and may have
you itching to rearrange the project
right now. But how to do so is still
an open question. some support a
dual-speed environment – where
different systems run in tandem while
one is phased out – while others
see devops as only workable if it
completely changes the cultural framework of
a company. there are other pitfalls as well: poor
understanding of staff workloads and unrealistic
goals tend to scupper devops vessels.
But we can take at least one useful leaf
from the devops book: break down silos
between staff, teams and departments by
deploying more responsive and collaborative
structures where the left and right hands
know what’s going on. don’t enable those
making changes to hope someone else will
solve the resulting complications. figure out
how to get them to talk and think together in
the first place.

Break down silos between
staff, teams and departments
by deploying more
responsive and collaborative
structures.
ground. that doesn’t mean all the teams have
to be restructured under one organisational
unit, or even that everyone has to adopt the
exact same tools and processes. it means
figuring out how they’re different and how
they’re alike, and determining ways to make
the most effective use of the common ground
where their similarities overlap.”

DevOps in your business

does this apply to your business? that’s an
ongoing debate. Philosophically speaking
both agile and devops could be applied
to environments outside of application
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Demisting the
single pane of glass
buster

Oft-uttered by solutions sales people, but is the single
pane of glass all it’s cracked up to be?
by Matthew Burbidge
photography 123RF

W h at d o e s it m ea n ? The first time I
heard reference to the ‘single pane of glass’
was at a virtualisation vendor event, where
the speaker kept touting it as an invaluable
visibility tool. It certainly wasn’t the last time
I've heard it either. The phrase has been
around for a number years, but the actual
coining of it seems to be lost in the sands of
time, or we’ve found one of the only things
Google doesn’t know.
The term refers to a console or dashboard
that brings together key performance
information from a multitude of sources, such
as network, server, database or application, in
a single display. Anything you need to monitor
will benefit from a tool that gives you such
visibility – even better if it gives you a way to
solve the issue.
W h y i s it s u c h a p o p u la r te r m ,
a n d i s t h e r e a bette r way o f
say i n g it ? Perhaps its popularity is due
to the fact that everyone can understand
and visualise it, as well as it being a variant,
of sorts, of Windows. It also somehow

sounds more compelling than plain old
‘dashboard’.
You can see the attraction: with everything
that can possibly be measured in one place,
you are truly the master of your own domain.
But while this all sounds good on paper,
it appears to promise more than it’s able
to deliver. Managing a complex cloud
environment from a single pane – according

at Middlesex Hospital in Middletown,
Connecticut, as saying that while every
tool has a purpose, no tool could give the
networking professional a complete view.
"The single pane of glass is really a single
glass of pain,” says Lefebvre. TechTarget
helpfully points out that with regards to
network management, small- or mediumsized businesses were not likely to present
too many challenges, but enterprises with
wide area and software-defined networks and
physical and virtual servers will need a more
comprehensive system.
W h e r e it fit s i n t h e tec h s tac k ?
David Eichorn from Zensar Technologies is
quoted on The Data Center Knowledge site
as saying that in order to take advantage of
the software-defined datacentre, a holistic
view of the layers – virtualisation, software,
database, and application layers, as well as
the hardware and cloud – was important.
All of these components should be
operated and centrally managed
on a common software-based
management platform.
Eichorn suggests organisations
partner with a service provider that
offers a constant and unified view
into its datacentre operations, which
should go some way to anticipating
problems before they occur. Organisations
which managed their datacentres this way
were also typically able to move data more
quickly, according to Eichorn.

“The single pane of glass is
really a single glass of pain”
Ant Lefebvre, Middlesex Hospital
– as quoted from TechTarget
to the well-respected site The Register – may
actually not be as useful as it’s made out to be.
Mike Kane from internet performance
company Dyn, was quoted by The Register
as saying that total-spectrum awareness
dashboards were little more than ‘vanity
projects’ and suggested a more balanced
approach – such as a monitoring system that
informed you when something was wrong.
The website TechTarget quotes Ant
Lefebvre, a senior systems engineer

Ca n w e m a k e m o n e y f r o m it ? You
probably already are, if you’re selling any
kind of visibility tool for small and medium
businesses that they’ll use to track and
monitor their systems, virtualisation and cloud
solutions, or applications.
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he corner shop, it could be argued, was where customer centricity
really began. Where ‘management’ first realised the importance of
putting the customer first and as a result, was rewarded with the
holy grail of consumerism – steadfast customer loyalty.
“The corner shop merchant had customer centricity down to a T,”
says Amanda Cromhout, CEO of customer loyalty agency Truth and of
omnichannel and online retail specialists, Emerce Commerce. “They knew
the customer by name, knew what they bought, and would have gone
out of their way to get whatever the customer needed.”
These might be old-school values, but they’re informing a return to
personalisation and a customer-centric approach to business that puts the
customer at the centre of all company operations, processes and cultures.
“Today’s customer-centric strategies see all data touch points providing
a single view of the customer. Much like the store owner knew historical
and present information about the customer, so data records of previous
transactions and service issues in all channels should be available at
every touch point for every staff member to better service the customer.
Full customer centricity strategies should holistically inform broader
business strategies in terms of product, price and the channel strategy
required to retain and attract customers,” adds Cromhout.

Customers behind the wheel

But there’s one fundamental difference that’s shaping the modern corner
shop business philosophy – disruptive technologies.
A double-edged sword, digital technologies provide a plethora of
channels through which companies can connect with their customers,
but they’re also empowering consumers, putting them in the driver’s seat
and leaving little room for customer-centric strategies that don’t deliver.

Companies are also investing in digital initiatives without understanding
the ‘digital intensity’ of their customers, that is, how customers make
decisions, the sources of information they consult in this process, and the
key influences on their decision-making. Without a clear line of sight as to
what their customers value, companies can’t be truly customer centric,”
he says.

Get the balance right

Another shortcoming is that many companies put all their eggs in
this digital basket, forgetting about that one key differentiator in the
traditional corner shop experience – the human element.
“Our research shows 76% of South Africans prefer dealing with
people as opposed to digital channels to solve customer services issues.
Companies have lost sight of the importance of human interaction in
customer service, and make it too difficult for consumers to get the right
level of support and service they need. True customer centricity makes it
easy for customers to switch channels to get the experiences they want,”
De Haas notes.
Tenzer agrees, adding that customer-centric strategies must straddle
both new and old technologies in order to be effective.
“Businesses that still regard point of sale as the primary sales source
or utilise mass market channels as their only advertising method are
struggling to gain traction in the market. To thrive in this customercentric era, marketers must employ a range of digital and social tools,
as well as sophisticated analytics, to better understand customers. The
customer journey must also be managed through enhanced CRM tools,
But through this entire process, it’s critical the right balance is struck
between human and digital engagement,” he says.

A company-wide approach

Customer centricity is not a philosophy to be adopted by one or two
business units. To be truly effective, it must infiltrate the entire company.
“This is where many companies fall short. Firstly, there must
be a commitment to change management and buy-in from the
top of the business. Then the change management approach
to educate, inform and empower all levels of employees in
customer centricity must be applied to employees at the front
line and behind the scenes,” emphasises Cromhout.
“Customer expectations have moved with the times and
many more channels have been established that have become
customer touch points,” adds Tenzer. “This has resulted in
customer service transcending just one department to be the
job of each and every employee.”

“We live in a connected era in which
computing is becoming ubiquitous
and mobile devices are being used in
combination with cloud-based services to
create a highly networked society.”
Nir Tenzer, Microsoft

Consumer-driven social media platforms in particular have the power to
tarnish brands that perform poorly in the customer department.
“We live in a connected era in which computing is becoming ubiquitous
and mobile devices are being used in combination with cloud-based
services to create a highly networked society. These technologies have
put the power ball in the consumer’s court. Now customers research and
compare products and services online, read reviews, watch unboxing
videos on YouTube, and peruse user experience forums for insights into
a company's customer service. Customers expect businesses to offer
consistent user experiences across all these channels,” says Nir Tenzer,
Microsoft South Africa’s marketing and operations lead.
Despite companies seeing the enormous potential of these channels
and investing heavily in their digital capabilities in order to maximise
them, Joost de Haas, MD, Accenture Strategy, says these investments
haven’t produced the expected returns.
“Most companies are using an outdated customer model that doesn’t
account for how digital technology has impacted customer behaviour.

Bolstering channel businesses

The benefit of this to channel businesses is sustained customer
loyalty and as a result, enhanced profitability.
In fact, De Haas says Accenture research reveals 82% of loyal
customers would continue to buy from the company concerned; 74%
would recommend the company to others; and 48% would buy even
more goods or services from the company.
While this is good news, he warns channel businesses must resolutely
focus on getting their customer relationships right, because the research
further shows customer loyalty can be lost in a ‘click’.
“Consumers are more fickle than ever, more demanding, and more able
to compare what’s being offered. It will take something special to retain
and sell to existing customers, and attract new ones,” he says.
Tenzer notes that this customer loyalty and associated brand affinity
will become even more important to channel businesses in the future.
“Companies that have invested heavily in establishing a strong emotional
connection between their target market and their brand will more
than likely experience increased sales and see customers sticking with
their offerings,” he says, “even when businesses with more affordable
alternatives enter the market.”
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recent study from Gartner found
that the chief experience officer or
chief customer officer thinks that
technology only takes up around 50% of a
project. for the cio or it decision-maker,
of course, the figure is higher at 80%, but
in both instances there’s a clear arrow
pointing to customer engagement taking
up the remaining percent. shifts in digital,
technology, transparency and demand have
given the customer more power than ever
before, and this power can potentially change
the way a business does, well, business.
organisations have to examine how they
are delivering on the customer experience
promise in order to stay relevant, and the
channel is not immune.
“let’s not forget the Kodak example,” says
ross Moody, chief customer officer, tarsus
technology Group. “it had a chance to go digital
and laughed it off as a passing fad. the same
can be said of the customer experience (cX)
journey – if you’re not looking for ways to
improve it or take it seriously, there are other
businesses that will. competition is tight, you
have rand/dollar volatility, there are constant
pricing issues and margins are never going to
be massive. the channel has to look at avenues
where they can add a competitive edge.”
channel companies that understand the
value of cX can build on long-term loyalty
and use customer insights to transform
processes and capabilities. if the distributor's
focus on ensuring services are relevant to

The size of the
market

it’s difficult to benchmark the potential of the customer
experience technology market as it’s one that seems
to be growing steadily, perhaps because of market
conditions. recent research undertaken by adobe and
Goldsmiths university found that technology is helping
to create deep and meaningful relationships.
John Watton, eMea marketing director, adobe,
says: “digital transformation has presented enormous
opportunities for businesses to reach customers in
more meaningful and personal ways. it’s clear that
the potential is enormously exciting but these new
experiences must be built with great care.”
for Quinton Pienaar, ceo, agilitude, the space
is fairly new, particularly in south africa, and this
means there’s plenty of potential for growth. it’s a
fast-moving field and one which, he believes, is not
just going to focus on the happiness of the customer,
but also on that of the employee.
“there’s a marked shift from the focus just being
on the customer, but also to being on the employee,”
he adds. “if they’re not happy, the customers aren’t
happy. to make experiences that are memorable, you
need to connect with employee and customer on an
emotional level.”
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“True cX requires a
reorganisation of the entire
business – technology is a
part of it and it’s vital, but
without full engagement
throughout the organisation,
it won’t succeed.”
david cosgrave, sas
its client-base – the resellers – then they in
turn will be relevant to their customers. it’s a
knock-on effect that can potentially shift the
customer-channel dynamic.
“channel companies have been listening
and acting,” says Pani harito, customer
relationship management lead, Mint south
africa. “there has been an increased
demand for managed services business and
customers buying into the cloud and digital
transformation. channel companies have
been beefing up their company strategies
and adding new areas of practice such as cX
management software.”
for the channel to incorporate cX into its
broader remit, however, there needs to be
more than just a nod at the customer and a
feedback form. When a business embarks on
the customer journey it must be prepared to
make some uncomfortable decisions.
“We see companies purchase a tool to help
them with cX and then it fails to deliver on
investment,” says david cosgrave, customer
intelligence lead, Middle east, africa and

say what?

do organisations understand
the difference between
customer care, customer
service, customer experience
and customer engagement?

turkey, sas. “this is because true
cX requires a reorganisation of the
entire business – technology is a
part of it and it’s vital, but without
full engagement throughout the
organisation, it won’t succeed. it has
to be a holistic implementation that
moves beyond the silos.”
can channel companies shift
beyond being just technology
providers and become more
customer centric? the answer
isn’t yes. the answer is – they
must. in order to thrive in a
competitive market, the channel has to up its
customer ante. the channel of today could
be disrupted by the new idea of tomorrow
and an organisation’s focus on customer and
engagement could be what keeps it in the
game.
“in this digital revolution customer relations
have undergone a drastic transformation,”
says harito. “the best customer experience
is one that satisfies to the point where the
brand becomes a preference and a long-term
commitment. the threat to channel companies
is that they’re facing challenges from their
direct clients, who are investing in their own
time, expertise, and experience to develop
solutions or prepare important decisions
internally as opposed to utilising the services
of the channel.”
despite these challenges, many companies
look to the channel to help them deliver on
their solutions. those that add value through
product, service, availability and customer
engagement are more likely to get first look
than those that don’t.

“customer experience is the umbrella for customer care,
customer service and customer engagement, along with
a host of other key touchpoints, not least of which is
actual engagement with the product or core service,” says
iKineo’s Joshin raghubar.
Mint south africa’s Pani harito believes that customer
service forms the basis of the customer experience,
although the latter has undergone significant change
and has become more about a person-to-person service.
this is, of course, being driven by technology that allows
companies to engage with their customers in new ways.
“customer experience is the perception that
customers have of all their interactions with an
organisation,” he adds.
ultimately, customer experience is the umbrella under
which each of the other customer touch points resides.
customer care handles the complaints, the queries and
the services around a provided product or solution and
how this is managed will impact on experience. customer
service is the sale of a solution, the touchpoint of trade
where the customer engages with the business for a
purpose. customer engagement is the touchpoint of
channel, where the business captures the customer’s
attention and pulls them in with the goal of ticking the
customer service box.

Turn the
switch

technology is a key part of customer
experience management. there are a
number of solutions which support the
customer experience and the experts
weigh in on their personal preferences…
“crM is by far the number one
platform to support cX as it helps
businesses use technology to gain insight
into the behavior of customers and the
subsequent value of those customers,”
says Pani harito, customer relationship
management lead, Mint south africa.
Joshin raghubar, chairman and
founder, iKineo, adds: “Workflow and
BPM, web digital, e-commerce and
omnichannel tools are key, as well as
marketing automation tools and first- and
third-party data management platforms.”
for both ross Moody, chief customer
officer, tarsus technology Group and
heino Gevers, customer experience
manager at Mimecast south africa,
measurement tools such as nPs (net
Promoter score) are important.
“We also use cXi (customer experience
index) which allows us to benchmark
our score against other global players in
similar industries,” says Gevers.
in addition to these solutions, there
are numerous tools available to the
channel which can support their cX
initiatives. these include professional
service automation, to business process
management to loyalty management
and salesforce automation. their success
and level of adoption depend entirely on
how they’re used and the nature of the
organisation which uses them.
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enterprise-wide
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move to integrate data from sales, marketing
and finance siloes, they quickly find major
data quality and integration issues.”
Leck says where marketing might start the
CX discussion, it often emerges that achieving
CX objectives also involves advanced data
management, enterprise-wide systems and
buy-in from business units from across the
organisation. “We engage mostly with the IT
department – they often have the budget
and they’re critical influencers. But often,
they’ve been asked by marketing to put out
an RFP or RFI. So a solutions provider might
be answering questions on a technical level,
but also having the discussion with marketing,
sales and strategic management.

ustomer experience (CX) has moved
beyond the domain of marketing and
the contact centre to impact the entire
organisation. Described as the next crucial
business differentiator, CX is overtaking price
and product as the only area left in which
companies can set themselves apart. It’s no
longer a CMO or CIO problem: now CX and
customer experience management (CEM) is
everyone’s responsibility; although the CMO
may be still be the executive spearheading
CX initiatives.
Forrester says in its recent research
Going digital
report Winning In The Age Of The
“Effective CX is ultimately about digital
Customer that the ‘age of the customer’
transformation,” says Leck. “It impacts
is here. In this era, the age of information
everything from operations to finance. It
has evolved to an environment in which
means eliminating a lot of manual processes
empowered buyers demand new levels of
in any number of departments that can affect
‘customer obsession’ from brands. This forces
the reinvention of every industry, to
become ‘customer obsessed’, says
Forrester. Gartner predicts that
more than 50% of organisations
will redirect their investments to
customer experience innovations
by 2018; and reports that this year,
89% of marketing leaders expect to
compete primarily on the basis of
customer experience, compared to
36% as recently as four years ago.
Nicholas Leck, EOH MC
Michael Renzon, CEO of
inQuba, says in South Africa,
overall CX. The business has to transform
financial services, telcos and retailers are
everything, become agile, and run on worldleading the way in terms of CX technology
class digital platforms with customers at the
implementations. “The reason for this is that
heart of it all. So a CX solution is just the tip
they’re very service-oriented industries,
of the iceberg: the organisation must decide
which often have complex customer journeys
how it will move from bricks and mortar to
and lots of touch points. High-end retail, in
digital; what vendors and platforms it will
particular, is seeing CX as an experiential
choose; how it will ensure rapid delivery of
differentiator, particularly as customer
new products and services; and how it will
expectations are higher today. CX is also
manage and add functionality to all customer
making inroads in the hospitality industry to
touchpoints.” These customer touchpoints, he
a lesser extent, as companies in hospitality
notes, extend beyond the apps, websites and
are more likely to be using things like market
contact centres typically grouped under the
surveys rather than full CX adoption.”
CX banner, to include the e-mails and mobile
Renzon says: “If a company is very mature,
phones of individual salespeople. “CX is about
it typically has a CX team in place, so the CXO
much more than marketing to end customers
(customer experience officer) or CX manager
– it also extends to suppliers and vendors, and
makes the buying decisions on CX and CEM
customers of your customers,” Leck points out.
solutions. In less mature organisations, the
Renzon says within an effective CX
buying decisions might be made by the COO,
solution, the ability to listen to the customer
or, increasingly, the CMO.”
is mandatory. “It must have strong survey
Nicholas Leck, Microsoft solutions
capabilities and customer journey analytics.
executive at Cape Town-based EOH MC, says
It must be multi-channel. It informs how you
in South Africa, CX and CEM is a top priority.
can improve the customer journey, allows
“Everyone is talking about customer focus
you to drill down into the data and get the
and looking for ways to achieve a single view
right information to the right people at the
of the customer and improve the customer
right time. The difference between a true
journey. But companies are seldom aware
CX product and a market research tool,
of how complex this can be. We find many
for example, is that CX allows you to gain
companies believe their data management is
actionable insights and share those insights
more mature than it really is, so when they

“A CX solution is just the
tip of the iceberg – the
organisation must decide
how it will move from bricks
and mortar to digital.”

with frontline staff to close the feedback loop.
A feedback mechanism and things like case
management are also necessary.”
As for where CX ends and other enterprise
systems begin, Renzon notes: “Voice of the
Customer (VoC) is at the heart of CX. The
lines start to blur when it comes to things
like campaign management and where the
data is stored and used. Some companies use
a CEM or CRM system to build out a single
view of the customer – the holy grail of CX.
The blurring of where the data should sit
is why the different systems are still being
used, with different capabilities coming from
different vendors.”
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Where’s the
innovation?
Customers are demanding better experiences and
technology is making it easier for companies to give them
what they want.
by Joanne Carew
photography 123RF
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“New technology implementations,
omnichannel efforts and personalisation
tactics are often aimed at improving user
experience (UX),” says Andrew Hogan, a
Forrester analyst serving customer experience
professionals. Within organisations, the UX
function is growing in importance and is wellpositioned to contribute to customer-centric
innovation efforts. This is especially true in
digitally native companies, he adds, because
UX practitioners are trained to think about
human behaviour, using qualitative research
techniques like ethnographic research to help
them develop new ideas.
Increasingly, customers want to control
their time, which means they’d rather not wait

nce the mobile device and image
industry’s darlings – Nokia and Kodak
are now pretty much irrelevant. While
the pair innovated and spent a large portion of
their revenue on R&D, their ultimate downfalls
came because they simply failed to listen to
their customers. “Feedback, both positive and
negative, needs to be addressed at decisionmaking levels. If not, remaining relevant will
be a challenge,” says Manoj Bhoola, chief
customer officer at SAP Africa.
Describing the importance
of customer experience as an
“obsession”, Juan Bezón, chief
commercial officer at the PCCI
Group, is adamant that transforming
the customer experience is not
something that can be achieved
overnight. “Now more than ever,
the experience that a customer has
with a brand is more differentiating
than the product or service itself.” He
believes the first step is to review
and redesign all customer journeys,
Andrew Hogan, Forrester
eliminating pain points, adding new
demanded digital touch-points and
in a queue for something they could easily
ensuring a seamless customer experience
order online, states Bezón. “Self-service is
across all channels.
key for companies to survive, and is about
Tech and the modern customer
automation, where customers are allowed
Mobile payment solutions offer customers
to make all the normal transactions through
the opportunity to pay for goods without
online channels, either via a website or a
having to visit a cashier. Remote/online
mobile app, without human intervention.”
ordering allows customers to order food or
While having multi-channel and self-service
other items online or via their smartphones.
capabilities is a big step, it’s not enough
On-the-floor solutions provide shop-floor
to ensure a great customer experience,
sales personnel with the ability to speed up
he continues. Businesses can’t afford to
transaction processes by interacting directly
have a ‘channel siloed’ vision of customer
with customers on the retail floor; check stock
transactions and must provide a seamless
and place orders in real time. According to
experience through all touch points. Locally,
Hugh Davies, business development manager
customer preferences are dependent on
for business systems at Epson SA, these are
function, notes Davies. In industries such
just a few ways that smart technologies are
as banking and retail, self-service portals
improving the customer experience, while
have already proved very popular. That
streamlining business processes.
said, he points out that although the South

“New technology
implementations,
omnichannel efforts and
personalisation tactics are
often aimed at improving user
experience.”
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African consumer is open to digitisation and
self-service offerings, certain industries –
hospitality for example – can’t do away with
a personalised approach and offer this as a
unique selling point.
Quinton Pienaar, Agilitude CEO, believes
that while technology and processes can map
and measure interactions with customers,
without happy and motivated employees,
such innovations would be futile. He believes
that organisations shouldn’t disregard the
importance of the human element. This
allows a business to connect with buyers on
an emotional level, which is key to customer
experience success.

How can I
help?

While the call centres of old still have a role to
play, this industry needs to evolve in order to
remain relevant. A good contact centre provider
will support traditional call/voice services, while
also offering various digital response channels
like e-mail, social media and web-based chat.
For SAP Africa’s Manoj Bhoola, the move is
towards streamlining processes so less call centre
agents are required. increasingly companies
are implementing a fully electronic call centre.
These call centres will essentially be run by a
computer that generates answers to a caller’s
request. These systems are so advanced that
they’re able to forward pre-recorded videos
that address the caller’s issue directly to them.
“We must, however, never forget the value of
the human touch and how much customers like
being able to speak to an actual human who can
address their issue.”
Agilitude’s Quinton Pienaar also highlights the
role of technology in call centres of the future.
These innovations use real-time voice recognition
to sense a customer’s personality and their stress
levels and advise the call centre agent about
how to best respond to the problem. “These call
centres are merging into omnichannel centres,
offering support across multiple channels and
giving the same customer experience.”
Within the airline industry, some airlines have
outsourced their call centre work to unemployed
community members with high-speed internet
connections and a laptop, notes Manoj. “The
digital age is driving this business model. Calls
can be re-routed automatically to anywhere
in the world. This is a great model to increase
efficiency and reduce costs.” Some of the
downsides of this approach are the challenges
around training and managing these agents. “A
single unhappy customer who has the same
digital channels available can have a very
negative impact on the company.”
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Selling to enterprise architects:
keeping vendors on their toes
Enterprise architecture, with its ‘big picture’ vision and attention to technical detail to
deliver a practical roadmap for transformative ICT delivery, is becoming increasingly
important within organisations and a key phase of technology procurement. How best to
appeal to enterprise architects?
Words Tracy Burrows
photography 123RF
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nterprise architects sometimes feel
undervalued within their organisations,
if posts by members of the international
Association of Enterprise Architects (AEA) are
an indication of overall sentiment. But their
role of guiding an organisation through the
choppy waters of technology or reinventing
the organisation within the digital realm is
becoming increasingly important.
Forrester notes that enterprise architects
are responsible for shaping and delivering the
organisation’s business technology strategies,
and for harnessing emerging technology to
drive innovation across the organisation. They
have to drive collaboration and engagement
across the enterprise; and now must
also focus on enhancing customer-driven
capabilities.
Hanli Wood, channel sales manager at
Riverbed Technology, believes enterprise
architects are critical decision-makers in the
procurement of disruptive and highly technical
solutions. “Because some of our solutions
are technical and niche, we find that 90%
of our discussions start with the enterprise
architects and solutions architects.”
These meetings keep vendors on their toes.
“While you want the enterprise architect to
appreciate the capabilities of the technology,
at the same time you need to illustrate the
business value of the solution to strategic
management,” she says.
Wood explains that technical solutions are
best presented to enterprise architecture
and solutions teams first. “The enterprise
architects can pave the way into the business
discussion when the technology excites them,
alternatively they might prevent you from
getting to the business executives,” she says.
“They can be a big stumbling block if they
don’t buy into the technology you’re selling.
Technical people have their preferred brands
and very specific likes and dislikes. They ask
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very probing questions about the technology
features and architecture, and how well it
will integrate with their existing architecture.
Vendors have to be able to demonstrate both
the technical capabilities and the value and
outcomes it can bring to the business.”
Technology is not always a hard sell with
enterprise architects, though. The more
innovative and disruptive the technology, the
easier it is to secure a meeting with them,
says Wood.
“Enterprise architects typically love new
technology; they want to test it, review case
studies and run proof of concept projects. If
a vendor comes to market with particularly
novel and disruptive technology, they don’t
have to cold call the enterprise architects –
the enterprise architects will call on them,”
she says.
Wood says new solutions usually require
a few meetings with enterprise architects
before securing buy-in. “We normally have a
few meetings with the enterprise architects

and solutions teams to collaborate on crafting
the solution and its integration with other
solutions. They want to be sure it will work,
and that they will be able to support it. Once
they’re excited about the solution, the
transition to the business area is easier.”
Once a vendor cracks the nod from the
enterprise architects, it must still ensure that
executives understand the business value of
the solution. “Some CTOs and CIOs understand
the full architecture and can relate it to the
businesses, but generally the vendor must
make an effort to sell to both technical and
business. You also need to demonstrate to the
business leaders what the benefits will be, to
finance what the ROI will be, and increasingly
coming to the fore in these discussions is
compliance officers. It’s a major advantage for
a vendor if they can demonstrate a compliance
case for the technology,” says Wood.

Not rocking the boat

Ian Jansen van Rensburg, senior systems
engineering manager at
VMware sub-Saharan Africa,
has a background in enterprise
architecture, and has been selling
solutions to teams involving
enterprise architects for over ten
years. He notes: “While it’s one
thing for enterprise architects to
be interested in innovative new
technologies, it’s quite another for
them to commit to integrating a
potentially disruptive solution into a
critical production environment.”
Jansen van Rensburg says
enterprise architects are under
pressure to keep the lights on
99.999% of the time, as well as
to ensure systems are compliant,
secure and in line with industry
standards. At same time, some businesses
are also pressuring IT departments to
stay ‘relevant, hip and happening’. This
can prove a balancing act, in which the
safest approach is to revert to the tried
and trusted. “So if you’re selling something
more complex than a point solution, they
can be reluctant to implement something
that’s not part of traditional best practices,
international standards and how things
worked in the past,” he says. “From an
enterprise architect’s perspective, if the
infrastructure is working and compliant, he
will be very reluctant to change that on the
fly. He would want to carry out tests upon
tests, see the business case, and visit other
companies where it's been implemented
successfully.”
To successfully sell to enterprise
architects, the vendor must prove that
the solution will directly solve business

"If you’re selling something
more complex than a
point solution, they can
be reluctant to implement
something that’s not part of
traditional best practices,
international standards and
how things worked in the
past.”
Ian Jansen van Rensburg, VMware

challenges and needs; tied together with
proven use cases and references; and
preferably also with the support of a vendor
implementation team taking a shared risk
approach, Jansen van Rensburg says. In
the cloud environment, for example, while
the hype emerged eight or nine years ago,
companies are only now going mainstream
with the rollout of full internal private clouds.
Taking disruptive technologies mainstream
requires mindshifts and more innovative
approaches by business and IT, he says, and
most will take some time before they see a
compelling reason to rock the boat.

Selling to public sector enterprise
architects

Imraan Khan, GM: enterprise architecture at
PRASA, notes that the dynamics of supply
varies considerably from sector to sector.
In PRASA, a transport-specific public sector
organisation, supply chain is governed by
strict protocols. “For example, all vendors we
deal with must be registered on our supply
chain database before we can engage with
them,” says Khan.
This means that new suppliers with
disruptive technologies to showcase will be
challenged in securing a meeting with IT or
enterprise architects within the organisation.
Khan says enterprise architects within the
organisation welcome the opportunity to
review new solutions likely to benefit the
organisation, however; and he recommends
that vendors or service providers with
appropriate solutions make an effort to apply
for registration as approved suppliers to
facilitate further engagement.
While the organisation’s enterprise
architects make every effort to stay up to date
with new trends and technologies, he notes,
they approach change within the organisation
with caution. “We’re governed by the
standards and principles we drafted for the
organisation. So, for example, if my standards
define 802.11g as the de facto standard and
newer technology comes in with higher
throughput and capabilities, I can’t just say
the environment and standards must change.
We have to comply with change management
processes, a proof of concept in a confined
area, we must test the technology, test for
conflicts and be assured of the results before
we commit to this technology as an evolved
standard,” he says.
Enterprise architects are excited by
innovation, but pragmatic enough to remain
critical of whether the solution can fit the
organisation’s strategy and IT environment
without disruption. Get beyond that however,
and convince them of the technological and
business benefits, and you’ve likely got at least
one foot through the door.
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The rapid rate of technological advancement, the challenges of a mercurial economy and the
growing adoption of cloud are changing the way enterprises invest in hardware.
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here’s little doubt that the South African economy, along with the
rest of the world, especially post-Brexit UK, is not exactly on the
most even of keels. The impacting factors are too many to list, but
regardless of cause, the symptom is limited budgets and reduced spend
for local and global organisations. This financial wariness is having an
interesting effect in terms of how enterprises are looking at IT spend.
There’s a definite shift from a heavy capex investment to a rental model
that sits on the opex end of the budget, and it’s one that the channel can
potentially benefit from.
“By offering your client a rental option it means you remove the need
for the client to use cash flow or any current finance facilities,” says Peter
France, director, The Rental Company. “The client doesn’t need to get
involved in raising monthly finance so it’s a smooth and easy way to close
a deal. The only numbers mentioned are those on the monthly rental
figures. And these are much smaller numbers than those attached to a
purchase price. In fact, one of the major reasons why rental should be
used is because customers like it. It’s as simple as that.”
Renting IT solutions to clients does allow for both supplier and client
to work with much lower figures than when looking to kit out an entire
office with freshly purchased equipment. The numbers change approval
from a simple yes at the sales pitch level to a lengthy approval process
that needs sign off and buy-in from executives at the top.

“...one of the major reasons why
rental should be used is because
customers like it. It’s as simple as
that.”
Peter France, The Rental Company

“It’s a psychological sales tool,” says Meyer Pheiffer, structured finance
consultant, Ambit Technology. “You can either sit in front of a client and
convince them to haul out R120 000 on a technology purchase, or you
can show they how they only need to spend R10 000 a month on the
same solutions via rental. It’s something the client can pitch directly to
the cost centre and decision-making time is much shorter as it doesn’t
need to go higher up the ranks.”

Room for a boom

Meyer also believes that there’s ample opportunity in the rental market
in South Africa today, especially as equipment continues to change and
evolve at such a rapid pace. As the lifespan of technology gets shorter,
rental becomes an increasingly attractive solution for the organisation.
It isn’t really a risk for the channel as their payment has already been
received, and they now have repeat business and the opportunity to
upgrade clients when required. The channel can now create additional
income streams by pushing the old technology back into the market
to users who are not as committed to the latest and greatest in
technological innovation.

“The benefit to company and corporate is that it’s off the balance
sheet. The equipment doesn’t sit as a long- or medium-term liability,
instead the funds can be used to invest in other areas that generate
income or revenue for the business,” adds Pheiffer.
Another opportunity that exists within the rental model, and which
ties in directly with its potential profit margins and growth, is the
ability for the channel to add on services and solutions around the
rental platform. These can extend from insurance to finance plans to
partnerships with other organisations that are mutually beneficial, and
potentially profitable.
“You can generate ongoing monthly revenue and also develop services
that you can sell around your rental solutions,” says Derek Bayer,
solutions director, Clarotech. “If a customer doesn’t have capital spend,
the opportunity to build a relationship and solutions portfolio doesn’t end
there. You can leverage the rental by providing a variety of services that
fit within their budgets.”

Fattening the margin

Bolt-on rental offerings that extend from hardware to software services
and solutions are also a way of increasing margins and adding on
new layers of profit to the rental model. Suppliers can provide clients
with richer toolkits for investment without them having to overextend
budgets, and for the clients it’s a quick and almost pain-free way of
getting the best without the capex.
“From a supplier point of view, you can increase your margins as the
capital outlay for a client is less and you don’t need to compete so heavily
with others who may not offer a rental solution. Suppliers are paid by the
bank and clients effectively rent equipment from the bank,” says Pheiffer.
“If the client decides to settle early, they can. The channel benefits in
that the client now wants additional equipment and for the client, the
settlement of the old rental is calculated into the new one. If they want
to settle outright, then they have to pay rental for the period remaining.
Another way to increase your margins is to partner with financial
institutions to offer your own rental book, or a comprehensive rental
offering from which you can generate extra income out of the financial
elements of the transaction as well.”
In addition to this, supplier margins are more protected within the
rental model as opposed to through the capital purchase. The margins
are secured as negotiations are based on a rental payment only, not
capital, so they’re less price sensitive.
“The supplier makes more money because it’s easier to upgrade
the deals that are supplied on a rental basis,” says France. “To upgrade
equipment, all that happens is that the client’s monthly payment is
adjusted, there’s no capital write-off.”
Bayer adds: “Purely in the rental arena alone, and depending entirely
on the terms laid out, you’re looking in the region of 15-25% on top of
your margins, so they’re not that large. However, if there’s an opportunity
to extend the rental beyond the period you paid for the capital and you
can use the assets for longer, then you can earn a return where the
underlying costs are much lower. The ability to provide a rental beyond
the original period can be very profitable.”
For the cash-strapped, bottom-line watching enterprise that wants
the latest and greatest technology, but doesn’t want to spend half its
capex to get it, the rental model is a neat solution to a sticky problem.
For the channel, it presents an opportunity to develop focused and
cleverly designed rental platforms that can be customised to market
and customer.
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ree is not new. Yet as chris anderson
wrote in his seminal book Free: The
future of a radical price, the modern era
has enabled new ways to exploit something
for nothing. Most guises of free (or selling
below cost) exist to entice the consumer into
a high-margin purchase. others don’t charge
the customer, but pass the buck to those
who want the exposure (such as advertisers).
these rely on a direct relationship between
customer engagement and business earnings.
then there is freemium, a wholly different way
of making money by giving something away.

We can build it cheap

unlike other ‘free’ models, which ultimately
aim to convert the majority of recipients into
paying users, freemium assumes most will
never pay. instead profit comes from the
tiny percentile – often ranging from one to
five percent – who do decide to hand over
currency for services.
this can be in the guise of game
micropayments, where players purchase
enhancements for a tiny price, or through
premium services, e.g. upgrading to a dropbox
business account to access more space and
better collaboration tools. some consider
behavioural data from users that fuels
facebook and Google’s profits as freemium,
but that’s inaccurate. true freemium is when
a minority subsidises the majority, who will
never ever pay yet never be excluded entirely.
freemium operates on the principle that it’s
so cheap to deliver a service, you only need
to charge a few out of every hundred users
to make it commercially viable. as anderson
explained in his book, it taps a quirk in our
psychology: consumers perceive less risk in
using something for free than to pay even a
nominal fee for it. By exploiting this to build a
critical mass audience – who in turn promote
the service through their own positive
experiences – you snare enough paying
customers to keep your books in the black.
this is impossible in most scenarios, but not in
a digital landscape.

Is free good?

the key to freemium is how little it costs to
deliver a service. for example, dropbox can

offer free storage on basic accounts because
it has so much. storage is so cheap that the
few can subsidise the many without anyone
feeling hard done by. economies of scale drive
the price of the service down to near zero,
so it’s easy to make up the difference with
premium enterprise or heavy consumers.
Because of this low production price,
freemium can be used for more than just a
profit motive. it can be holistic, such as to
push brand awareness or harvest market
data. education company regenesys, which
launched a freemium tier in 2012, chooses not
to measure success purely by how many new
customers it gains.
riaan steenberg, regenesys director of
Global sales and Marketing says the company
wanted to make the content of whole
qualifications available at no charge, breaking

south african company diamatrix offered
a freemium solution called eshop. licensed
from an overseas company, it eventually
had to forego the product due to weakening
exchange rates, making it impossible to
maintain the balance between free users
and paying users. even though a one to
five percent conversion rate sounds very
achievable, it’s actually ambitious.
our instinct to see no risk in free products
keeps the overwhelming majority from ever
spending a cent. in fact, trying to aggressively
pursue conversions can actually end up
damaging the product: once we switch
from free to paying, our expectations and
perceptions shift violently. in freemium,
aggressively pushing for conversions risks
cutting open the golden goose. freemium
should be carefully balanced to work well.
not everyone is bullish on
freemium. amazon offers trials of
its aWs and cloud drive platforms,
with some ongoing free services to
retain customers.
“the aWs free tier is designed to
enable customers to get hands-on
experience with aWs cloud services
at no cost,” says danilo Poccia, eMea
technology evangelist at aWs.
“customers tell us that having 12
months’ access to the services gives
them plenty of time to get experience of using
aWs, and the features it provides, before
they make the decision to move more of
their infrastructure to aWs. as well as the 12
month trial for some of the services there are
also additional offers that don’t automatically
expire at the end of the 12 month aWs free
tier term.”
how you engage freemium really
depends on how you define it. some channel
companies will use freemium to help generate
leads. for example, offering a basic service for
free can help define the needs of a potential
customer. these can then be met with
premium services and slas.
the important difference is whether you’re
using a traditional free enticement (buy one,
get one free) or engaging in a model driven by
economies of scale, as described above. Giving
away now to sell more later is a proven tactic,
but should not be confused with serving the
masses to benefit from the few. to accomplish
the latter takes more than just a spin on
marketing and a generous budget. it's a new
business model.

Profit comes from the tiny
percentile – often ranging
from one to five percent –
who do decide to hand over
currency for services.
the fear of education and creating a societal
impact through offering knowledge that
touches lives and changes society.
“We exceeded our initial expectations and
continue to offer free education as a key
strategy to promote access to education.”
steenberg estimates around one percent
of the freemium users translate into paying
students, a conversion regenesys is happy
with. the freemium approach also opens
doors to new partnerships with other
parties, such as resulting ventures with
entrepreneur1000 and Mtn.

Freemium for profit

But from a pure profit motive, freemium
becomes trickier. a 2015 Pacific crest and
Matrix Partners report found that 70% of
cloud software businesses are getting no
sales from freemium strategies. Yet harvard
Business school estimates that freemium is
more effective than 30-day trials “because
customers have become wary of cumbersome
cancellation processes and find indefinite free
access more compelling.”
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s

hadow it are solutions or systems created
and applied inside companies without
the authorisation of the it department. and
it’s something channel organisations need to
seriously consider. it offers both opportunities
and risks. Whether it’s embraced or opposed by
client organisations, it will have an impact on
the operations and plans of channel businesses
moving forward. how should you tackle this
shadowy beast? here are the key things to think
about when assessing the shadow it challenge.

There are real opportunities

When a company’s staff reaches out to cloud services to increase their productivity and efficiency, it lays
the foundation for channel partners to identify why employees within the business need such capabilities
and offer more services. in turn, it allows partners to help the company innovate past the older in-house
technology staff no longer wish to work with and collaborate with them to deliver more value to their it
investments, both on-premise and in the cloud. ultimately, shadow it acts as the catalyst to allow the channel
to have more meaningful conversations and to deliver more meaningful managed services to its customers,
albeit often away from the it department’s gaze.
there are also opportunities to improve sales, based on existing shadow it implementations at a customer’s
organisation. Bennie strydom, chief sales officer at integr8 it, points out that a tool like dropbox may be
commonly used by employees, even if the cio/it manager is against storing documents in the cloud.
however, tools like these are only used by staff because they improve productivity, collaboration
and efficiencies, so the answer is to sell a
corporate version of the solution to the
company. firstly, this negates the need
for users to utilise the free – and therefore
less secure – version, while it also
bridges the gap between what the
users want and the security and
management fears of the cio.
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To sell or not to sell

shadow it is something of a conundrum, in that it poses a
danger to both those organisations that decide to sell it to
customers and those that do not. firstly, it poses a risk to the
traditional business models utilised by the channel. if channel
players ignore the shift vendors are taking in delivering cloud
applications to almost anyone, anywhere, on any device, they
may well find themselves left behind. it’s therefore important
to look at the business opportunities available in the shifting
cloud-first model and align revenue opportunities to support
these changes.
at the same time cautions George stylianou, cio at
three6five, one should not simply view the opportunity to
sell shadow it services as a convenient way to get a ‘foot
in the door’ with a new customer. if you’re not engaging at
senior management level, if you don’t have an open and
transparent business relationship with your customer, and
if your solutions don’t offer real value and benefit to the
customer, you may quickly find that your customer becomes
an ex-customer.

IT Policy
governance
Principles
Vision
savings

work with customers, not
against them
Leverage IT for new business

When it’s done right, the channel can leverage the need for staff to seek
shadow it as a way of driving new business. once the employees are
happy with a given shadow it solution, they become internal champions,
helping the channel player to gain the trust of the people responsible
for it within the organisation. in this way, the solutions provider can
potentially gain access to discussions around the larger overall it strategy
of the business.
stylianou believes that’s in the interests of all parties for the channel to
help its customers find ways of safely incorporating shadow it solutions
and methods. there are numerous cases where – once certain teams
or business units begin realising the benefit of such solutions – these
are rapidly incorporated into the mainstream it portfolio, improving the
company’s productivity and creating additional sales opportunities for
the channel.

some business units within large organisations are empowered to make
their own decisions around the solutions they choose to use. While these
are usually expected to align with their overall it architecture or strategy,
sometimes these are not clearly defined or properly understood by
the business units. this results in these departments making it-related
decisions purely based on what’s good for their own unit. this may
improve the overall efficiency and productivity of the department, but
can often have it governance implications. therefore, says stylianou,
channel players should try to ensure, as far as possible, that any solution
sold to a specific business unit is also aligned with the overall it principles
and vision of the client organisation. in instances where there are
conflicts, these need to be addressed prior to any sale or implementation.
it should also be remembered, says Kaseya cto dana epp, that many
businesses have corporate or regulatory governance obligations, such
that the discovery of unapproved software could trigger a complete audit
of the infrastructure, along with the associated financial costs to ensure
compliance. in some industries, the sanctions can include huge fines and
even criminal charges, which means the stakeholders may try to transfer
responsibility and liability back to the channel partner. therefore, it’s
always a good idea to work closely with the stakeholders responsible for
it within an organisation, rather than attempting to bypass them.
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he business benefits of cloud computing
are well documented. But there seems
to be an undercurrent that South
African businesses aren't buying into the
concept just yet, and one reason is that the
channel is resisting the transition to offering
cloud. What's the market reality? Linda
Morris, customer experience director, Smart
Technology Centre, says customers have been
slow to move but do see benefit once they do.
"In the SMB market, customers don't really
trust the security aspect of it, and pricing is
also a challenge. But once they make the initial
move then they see the benefits: productivity,
reliability, availability increases. Because
we're an all-in vendor we're able to facilitate
the communication. Where we don't have a
particular skill or service, then we can help
them with talking to other suppliers."
Phil Lotter, director at Piilo, entered the
market in 2013. "We thought we would do
it all ourselves, aiming at SMEs. We found
that larger companies across Africa were
interested in our solution so we moved away
from selling it ourselves to engaging channel
partners. The size of the partner didn't really
matter. We've also chosen partners that can
deliver services on top of our solution. We
share the risk with the partner so we'll sign a
deal with the customer for three to five years
but give the partner commission in annual
increments."
Ian Jansen van Rensburg, senior manager for
systems engineering, VMware Southern Africa,
says partners need to be more operationally
focused. "Public versus private cloud doesn't
really matter as far as we've seen," he says.
"It's the partners that are best geared towards
changing the operational aspects of customers
that will win. Those partners that assist the
customer – not just with the technology but
with the operational readiness of moving
towards the cloud – are the best."

P h il L o tte r ,

Piilo

Stefan Diedericks, alliances and channels
director, Oracle, agrees that it's not just about
the technology any more. "What we’ve seen
is that building channel models for partners
starts with education, but must be extended
to elements of change management. It’s
no longer about delivering a product to a
customer. It's the melding of the service level
agreement, the change management that
someone else would have done as well as the
advisory role, which is starting to change how
the partner business works. Incentives also
change. It's about how to consistently keep
the customer and keep them buying and it's
not possible to do that without the channel."
Stephen Green, datacentre director at
Dimension Data, agrees that the operating
model has changed. "The conversation is
maturing with clients. There are some security
concerns still but people have stopped kicking
the ball around and are starting to deploy
enterprise-class applications into the cloud.
Green continues: “The cloud changes the
operating model of IT. The processes that have
to be deployed, the way you deploy services
and the way you have to deliver services
to end-clients changes. That's where the
bottleneck is at the moment."

Leanne Hannigan, cloud solutions director,
Westcon-Comstor, says her organisation's
resellers have had concerns that the cloud
will usurp their relationships with customers.
"Six months ago, the fear among our channel
partners was that they were going to lose the
full lifecycle management of their customers.

“We've seen large
players close
down their public
datacentres because
they can't compete
with commoditised
public cloud services.”
Steven Yates, BT Global Services

Competing with Amazon

Is there room for the channel when today's
customer can simply buy cloud services
directly off the web? Steven Yates, customer
business development director, BT Global
Services, says partners should not be
competing with Amazon.
"We've seen large players close down
their public datacentres because they can't
compete with commoditised public cloud
services. But never have I seen a client where
it's purely public cloud: it's always a hybrid
environment with some mix of public and
on-premises. That’s the opportunity for the
channel. The point of the cloud is to get rid
of customer lock-in but it's no longer about
buying the commodity of the server but the
data."

L i n d a Me y e r ,

EMC
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Digital
Logistics
The only way to
transact with your
distributor

Don’t let your distribution partner be the weakest link in
your cloud and customer fulﬁlment projects. Sign up
on BlueSky from Westcon-Comstor and realise the true
potential of digital aggregation from a single platform.
“Our revolutionary BlueSky platform is cloud business
intelligence that radically simpliﬁes order, delivery and
management of your cloud services. BlueSky always
keeps you at the centre of your cloud business.”
Why should you rely on BlueSky?
With powerful real-time analytics capabilities BlueSky
lets you take advantage of unmatched insights into
service usage and trends of your clients, enabling you
to be proactive in your upsell and cross-sell opportunities.
Not just an online portal!
With BlueSky’s built in automated processes you can
enable better service performance management of the
entire cloud services delivery lifecycle. You can take
advantage of analytics, alerts and real-time event notiﬁcations, all of which help you better address customer needs
and ultimately make better business decisions.

For more information please contact:
Ryan Eke
+27 11 848 9083
ryan.eke@westcon.com

What’s under the hood?
• Efﬁciently manage the customer-service lifecycle from
order and deployment to invoicing and renewal.
• Buy and sell physical and digital products through a
single portal.
• Brand cloud services as your own, enhancing your
business's reputation and relevance.
• Customise your dashboard for greater visibility of a
variety of metrics and information to not only manage
your business, but cloud services performance as
well.
Don’t just sell the cloud, be part of the cloud, enable the
cloud in your business and deliver services to your
customers from the cloud with BlueSky.
It is easy to join. It is easy to deploy. It is even easier to
procure product and services with BlueSky.
Drive your cloud journey with Westcon-Comstor Southern
Africa and BlueSky

1 Tugela Lane, Westcon Building,
Waterfall Logistics Precinct, Corner
of Bridal Veil Road and R101,
Jukskei View, 2090
www.westcon.com
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That shows that it's never been just about cloud
but about everything else that wraps around it
– the migration, the deployment or the multiple
options that you have. They can’t maintain
trusted advisor status so they have to go and
partner with someone that's traditionally been
their competitor. We've always spoken about
price and skill in the channel, but things have
just got a lot more dynamic."
Wimpie van Rensburg, country manager
of Riverbed, also has a somewhat reluctant
channel.
"From my interactions with clients and
partners, I get a sense that the VARs and
distributors haven't really accepted this change
in the model. They're not actively selling it and
they haven't adapted. Clients now have direct
access to these services – they don't have to
go through IT – and the partners' channel is
legacy IT so they miss all these opportunities.
The second thing is that they can't provide
additional services. Clients still need specialist
knowledge: how to integrate, how to access
other backend services, how to migrate. Some
partners are there but others aren't."
Johan Els, open source specialist at SUSE,
agrees that the change in pricing has been an
issue.
"The challenges we've seen for partners is
not really the technology itself but how they
price it. How do they go from what they've got
to cloud? Because the pricing model is totally
different. We have to adapt accordingly and
it depends on how they're going to move the
data. We don't really care where they want
to move their data – whether it's Compute or
Amazon or Azure – because we can help them."
Gary Allemann, MD of Master Data
Management, says the pricing transition has
been an issue but that the infrastructure
conversations have matured. "As a partner, we
are resellers for a number of niche enterprise
vendors, mostly in the US, who focus on
information management. These guys have
been developing cloud capabilities over the
past four years. As a partner, there are some
things that have been an issue. Firstly, the

Ga r y
A lle m a n n ,

Master Data
Management

channel has struggled itself with the transition
from a licensing model to a cloud model – that's
taken a while. Secondly, customers used to be
concerned about deploying data not because of
security concerns but infrastructure: how could
they move a terabyte of data from South Africa
to wherever it needed to go? That concern
seems to have gone. Customers are now asking
for both on-premise and cloud. The market has
matured. The kind of questions we're getting
now are how to plug a data quality engine in
the US with an ERP system in South Africa and
a CRM system sitting in the cloud in Europe."
Willie Schoeman, MD of Accenture
Technology says this drive is coming from
business. "There’s a massive drive from
business to get critical business systems into
the cloud. It used to be non-critical but now
the race is on to get the finance, procurement,
payroll and supply chain into the cloud. Their
budgets are fixed so this is the only way they
can get into this environment."

Working together

Linda
Morris,

The other major problem for resellers who want
to make some margin off cloud services is the

Smart
Technology
Centre

Johann Els,

Step h e n
G r ee n ,

SUSE

Dimension Data
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vast scope and different skills required. Cameron
Beveridge, director: cloud and line of business
for SAP Africa says collaboration in the channel
is definitely more important than it used to be.
"Without it, it's difficult to move the
customers quickly enough. For us it's about
time to value – something that slows things
down is traditional partners are shifting how
their business models and roles work. Having
said that, there's been a lot of momentum and
change over the past 18 months across Africa.
“The buying centres are also changing. It
used to be the CIO role but there's definitely a
shift into the line of business roles. The move
to cloud is about being able to free up cash for
innovation," says Beveridge.
Dion Harvey, country manager for Red Hat
SA, says cloud is forcing vendors to rethink
what the channel really means. "Who really
are our partners now? I point to the recent
alliance between Red Hat and Microsoft: who
would have thought that would be something
50
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we would see in the market? But customers
are driving us to make practical choices that
help them to adopt cloud. So the way to think
about all of this is not to wonder what we’re
doing or what resellers are doing but how
are we as an ecosystem preparing ourselves
to really address customer needs? Is our
distributor really a distributor or a licence
aggregator or is he really a market maker?"
Linda Meyer, channel sales development

director for EMC South Africa says the smaller
players will be needed more than ever. "A lot
of the smaller traditional systems integrators
haven't come into the market as quickly as the
larger ones – I don't think we've done enough
to train and upskill them. That being said,
when you talk to customers they’re loathe to
give everything to one partner. That means
the smaller and niche players are critical to
our overall ecosystem," she concludes.

Industry

in

What’s app
with your
customer
service?
how do you radICally ImProve The
CusTomer exPerIenCe? There’s an aPP
for ThaT!
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n E I L r o m, Printacom

proﬁle

by alison JoB
photography Vernon reed
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Software-driven service

Printacom is working with a developer on an app
that will further improve communication between
its technicians and customers. rom says: “the app
will enable automated call outs, will tell the customer
which technician is en route, what he or she looks like
and their whereabouts. once the visit is complete,
the customer can accept that the job as fixed and
rate the service level. it also ensures that an engineer
is only assigned callouts that he’s qualified to take. i
think it will really leapfrog us over our competitors by
enhancing our customer experience, improving our
business processes and saving us money as we’ll be
able to allocate resources properly and efficiently.”
rom says he sees the future of the business
being software-driven and around managed print
services (MPs). “We’re developing software for
smaller resellers that want to get into managed
print services. a successful MPs solution relies on
products, logistics and technology expertise, all
of which need to be managed. We want to give
smaller resellers access to this type of software
at an affordable rate. every device needs to be
managed and its profitability tracked. this will give
resellers the ability to do their own contracts instead
of backending them to the vendors and being paid

n a world where margins can’t be cut any further
and technology is no longer a key differentiator,
what you’re left with is the customer experience.
Printacom technologies’ Md neil rom decided from the
outset that this was going to be his business’ core focus
and differentiator.
to this end Printacom, the sole authorised
distributor of oKi printers and consumables, has
embarked on a big customer service drive that it calls
the ‘smile factory’. rom clarifies: “the smile factory
concept is very off the wall. oki is a fun, challenger
brand and we like to come up with fresh and exciting
concepts to keep our team engaged with customers.
“first and foremost we recognise that our support
guys are the face of our business, they’re at the front
line with our customers and as such, are first to deal
with problems that arise. But it can be difficult for
them to deliver an awesome customer experience
in the face of negative or even annoyed customers.
We had to consider how to encourage them to
deliver great customer service in such a way that the
customer is satisfied and the problem rectified.
“engineers aren’t inherently communicative,”
says rom, “they don’t always think to tell
customers when they’re running late or provide
as much feedback as the customer might like.
We’re changing this by incentivising friendliness
and willingness to communicate. obviously a
successful end result is fixing the customer’s
problem, but if you communicate along the way,
you have a much happier customer. and a happy
customer is a customer for life.”
once the issue has been resolved, customers
are invited to rate the service they received from
oki’s engineers in the form of ‘smileys’, which have
neil rom
a rand value attached to them. rom explains: “the
ultimate goal is to encourage a great attitude and
a rebate, thereby losing sight of the customer.
a culture where we get back to customers, even when
Printacom doesn’t want to work like that. and while
they’re angry. People are always complaining about
the software won’t be limited to oki devices, we’re
poor customer service, especially in this industry,
obviously hoping they’ll support oki if they use it.”
which is why we decided to do whatever it takes to
a big advantage of MPs is that it can help
make our customers smile.”
customers save money by redeploying their assets
an additional challenge for rom was to extend
instead of replacing them, a key benefit in tough
the concept to Printacom’s 20 independent service
economic times. “Printing is probably the last thing
partners countrywide. “their behaviour also reflects
that gets looked at when budgets are tight. Which is
on oki, our customers don’t know the difference
why there’s such a big opportunity for MPs,”
[between Printacom and oki], so a year ago we
says rom.
decided to extend the smile factory to the partners
the above are just a few of the ways in which
too. in order to give urban and regional service
Printacom is demonstrating its loyalty towards the
partners an equal opportunity to benefit from the
channel. rom clarifies: “our business model has
programme, we hold an annual authorised service
always been channel-centric, through a distributor
Partner (asP) conference at which top performing
or reseller, we’re one of the few brands that don’t go
asPs receive prizes based on their performance in
directly into a business. Because the channel trusts
earning smileys from customers. We see them as an
and supports us, they’re happy to take us into some
extension of our business even though we have no
big corporates, which has proven to be very good for
commercial [equity] interest in them. after all, they
the business.”
carry out 80 percent of our service calls.”

“People are always
complaining about poor
customer service, especially
in this industry, which is why
we decided to do whatever
it takes to make our
customers smile.”

Printacom
timeline
1996

oki technologies sa is established
by neil rom as an independent
company distributing oki within
the then MB technologies Group
(now tarsus technologies Group)

2003

the name of company is
changed to Printacom in order to
accommodate other print-related
products

2005

oki launches updated led printer
products, enabling Printacom to go
after the multi-functional device
market sector

2009

an office automation division is
established, a game-changer for
Printacom

2010

Printacom changes strategy
and instead of competing with
the bigger established office
automation vendors, partners with
them by sourcing products that fill
gaps in their offerings

2015

Printacom doubles laser printer
sales and for the first time exceeds
its dot matrix printer revenue

2016

Printacom establishes dedicated
MPs software solutions division
focusing on software products that
enable the channel and end users
to manage document workflow,
contract costs and printer fleets

BrAnds rEPrEsEnTEd

Printacom technologies distributes
the following brands in south africa
and the wider southern african
development countries (sadc) region.
oki
tally Genicom/Printronix
tally dascom
Papercut software
sendys
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channel excellence

partner

awards

piCtUreS: suPPlied

held in august, oracle’s 2016 sadc oPn day focused on the importance of collaboration and community skills development
in a globalised and digitised economy, to enable partners to work together to meet customer needs. the event also explored
the opportunity for oracle’s partners to drive business services built around the oracle cloud (saas, Paas & iaas) offerings.
the event also included the annual oracle Partner awards ceremony, which were presented by stefan diedericks, alliances
and channels director, oracle.

Winners
database
partner of
the year,
middleware
partner of
the year,
Engineered
systems
partner of the
year –

Applications
partner of the
year –
dimension data

Business
connexion

systems
partner of the
year –
risc Technology

cloud (saas)
partner of the
year Appsolve
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Business
intelligence
partner of the
year Eoh

cloud (Paas)
partner of the
year Eoh

Movers and shakers

INDUSTRY

Keeping you up-to-date with some of the recent industry appointments

compiled by Alison Job PHOTOGRAPHY Various

HP Inc. South Africa gets
new MD
David Rozzio has been appointed as the new
managing director of HP Inc South Africa.
Rozzio will be responsible for providing country
leadership and driving profitable growth across
the company’s Printing and Personal Systems
businesses.
Having spent 15 years at HP, in different
business units and segments, Rozzio brings with
him a wealth of industry experience.

New commercial officer for
MobileData
In a move designed to strengthen its
digitalisation strategy, MobileData has appointed
Chris Daffy as its chief commercial officer. Daffy
was previously at Gijima working in a business
development role.
“MobileData is perfectly positioned to benefit
from the digitalisation push currently happening
in South Africa,” says Daffy.
For André Louw, CEO of MobileData, Daffy’s
appointment heralds an exciting time for the
organisation.

Hulme to lead Konica
RSA reveals EMEA VP
Minolta’s sales and marketing
Konica Minolta South Africa has appointed
Alten Hulme as the lead of its national sales and
marketing team.
Hulme started his career 30 years ago as
advertising manager at Konica Minolta South
Africa. He has taken on various responsibilities
in his time with the company, in numerous
locations in South Africa and Namibia.

RSA, the security division of EMC, has announced
Jonathan Gill as vice president covering Europe,
Middle-East and Africa.
In this role, Gill will leverage his experience
to drive sales growth and customer satisfaction
in the EMEA region. Most recently, Gill served
as executive vice president for global sales at
Veracode, following leadership and sales roles at
CA, Arcot and IBM.

Epson expands its local team
Westcon-Comstor gets
Justice
Westcon-Comstor Southern Africa has appointed
Justice Mcebi as strategic accounts manager
for security. Mcebi formerly held a position as
business development manager at Drive Control
Corporation.
His responsibilities as strategic accounts
manager will be to bolster existing reseller
relationships for Westcon-Comstor as well
as create new business relationships within
security.

Epson South Africa has appointed Bianca Hardaker
as an account manager for the reseller channel.
Hardaker has five years’ experience specialising
in channel development. Before joining Epson, she
worked as a sales executive at The Core Group,
looking after the reseller channel for all Apple
products within South Africa.
“We’re delighted that Bianca has joined our
team,” says Anesca Botha, channel sales manager,
Epson South Africa. “With her wealth of experience
and passion for technology and innovation, we
can’t wait to see what she brings to the team and
the value she will add to our channel partners.”
Q3 2016 |
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ClosIng
thoughts

use the cloud
to bring the
customer
back
BY nIck kEEnE, sMB lead, Microsoft south africa

TeChnology envIronmenTs and
Channel BusIness models are
ChangIng, BuT There’s no need To Be
afraId of The Cloud.

w

e’re living through interesting
times as we transition towards
a digital business environment.
underpinned by the evolution of the cloud,
many traditional channel revenues have
shifted. the channel needs to ﬁnd ways to
stay relevant or attract customers at scale to
be proﬁtable.
customer organisations are looking at
cloud as a fundamental part of their digital
transformation strategy. thanks to the cloud,
organisations can access infrastructure
from heterogeneous devices, which offers
new forms of efficiency. it also enables
organisations to find operational optimisation,
retain customers, empowers employees and
helps them to evolve products and services.
a number of channel partners are
struggling with the transition, preferring to
stay with the legacy approach, and trying to
persuade customers to stay on-premise as
they believe cloud is a passing fad. that said,
we’re finding some customers are adopting
cloud as part of their digital transformation
strategies and leaving long-time channel
suppliers behind as they do so.
channel partners that are delaying
adoption of cloud are potentially at risk from
customers considering buying directly from
the vendor or another service provider.
When cloud was released, it tended to
be a vendor–customer transaction and
relationship. some vendors offered rebate
programmes to encourage channel partners to
persuade clients to move to the cloud. there
was, however, a perception that vendors were
trying to move the customer away from the
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reseller, distributor and channel. so how then
can we ensure that channel partners aren’t
cut out? how does the channel ensure it stays
relevant in this age of digital transformation?
one way Microsoft is working towards
bringing the partner back into the equation
is through the cloud solution Provider
programme. distributors have undertaken
the investment to allow reseller partners
to build out a marketplace of their own

and selling solution bundles. distributors will
also have to move from a product-focus into
solution aggregation and offering product and
marketing support to resellers.
as revenue streams change, channel
players need to attract customers en
masse, which requires strong marketing
investment using social and digital methods.
an alternative approach is to go deeper with
the existing customer base, which will likely
require diversification from the
current skills and solutions focus.
either way, we can expect
to see a widely varied channel
and it market ahead, with some
non-traditional companies from
a different market focus likely to
enter the space to sell packaged
cloud-based solutions, trading on
their brand or customer-base. But
that’s not necessarily a detrimental
thing. Key to success will be
finding a competitive differentiator, whether
that’s adding your own value to a customer
proposition, or partnering with larger
organisations entering the new space that
you can sell to and with.
digital transformation is a long journey
and there’s lots of work to do and
opportunities to leverage. Partners have
room to manoeuvre, but we need to start
thinking about it now. success will be as
a result of partners retooling themselves
to re-productise with cloud, realigning
the business and the go-to market, and
ultimately taking back and owning the
relationship with the client.

“The biggest problem
customers face at the
moment is keeping pace with
and understanding changing
technology and its impacts.”
products on a white-label platform.
this allows channel partners to own the
transaction with their clients.
looking at the wider channel opportunity, a
cloud model that channel partners can consider
is packaging solutions from different vendors
along with products they’ve created themselves
to build a unique value proposition. it’s vital
that channel companies’ business models aren’t
just around reselling a cloud or hosting solution,
for example, but are adding their own value
into the package and differentiating themselves
from the competition.
to achieve this, resellers should change their
strategy from selling product to packaging

simplify with

unity
For more information visit www.dellemc.com/en-za/
or follow us on twitter @DELLEMC.

